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said that they knew where mineral
could be found, and also water. The
The
latter was In great demand.
weather was hot and the country
through which they were traveling
was dry. It was on the second day
after the meeting of the prospectors
and the sheep herders that the water
supply of the party gave out entirely.
It was on the 29th day of September.
Camn was made at noon among the
foothills below some lofty mountains.
Sals and Valles, who were familiar
with the country and had by this time
party, told the
become guides to the
miners that there ' was water a half
So
mile farther up the mountain.
together' the four men, after making
camp, started out with canteens and
guns to get It. The miners carried
the canteens and the natives the guns
The guns were a rifle and a Luger
pistol owned by Billlngslea and Mc
Laughlin. Mrs. billlngslea remained
In camp and prepared dinner.
She
had a misgiving that something was
going to happen. Her womanly in
stlnct had told her to beware of their
newiy-foun- d
friends, anil she asked
her husband to not go for the water.
The man had his way. As they were
leaving camp she pleaded with him a
He Cowardly Murdered John second time not to go. That was the
hist time Mrs. Billlngslea saw her
Billlngslea and William Mchusband alive.
For two days Mrs. Killiugslea
Laughlin Last September.
waited in vain in that lonely camp
for the return of her husband.
The
natives returned and attempted to as
kept
the
sault her. but she
cowards
EUSEO
ut bay with an unloaded toy pistol.
The story of the capture of the
murderers and the finding of the
,T0 PEN FOR LIFE bodies
of their victims Is well known.
After waiting two days, the little wo
man, for she is little more than a girl.
four miles to a native settle
Story of the Most Deliberate. walked,
ment. A searching party soon found
the evidences of the terrible crime for
'Heartless Murder Ever ComBU
which Sals has given his life.
mitted in This Territory.
llngslea had been shot twice with his
own gun. Both bullets had been fired
from the rear, one In the shoulder
and the other in. the head.
The
Special to The Evening Citizen.
wound in the shoulder had been made
S
Socorro, N. M., Jan. 11. Car- V first. After being shot he had ran
log Suts swung Into eternity at 4
until exhausted from loss of blood
3:45 o'clock this afternoon. Sher- - S He had then sat down upon a log,
.4V
4 Iff S. E. Abeyta sprung the trap.
with his head in his hands, and the
e" The
body of the doomed man
murderer had slipped up behind him
dropped like a shot, and the reMc
and finished his terrible work.
port as the halter became taut V Laughlln had also been shot from be
was loud and sharp. So loud that
hind, the bullet entering the bark of
4 the crowd, which hung around
the head. causing Instant death
the enclosure where the scafThere was no evidence that the bodieB
4T fold
had been erected, knew that
had been moved after falling.
deed was done as well as the if
fe" the
The murderers carried away with
small circle allowed to view the if
the guns with which they had
'if hanging.
The body (recoiled.- Rf J them
accomplished
their deadly work
4T the
muscles quivered and con- These guns were the elvdence which
if traded for a moment and then
Then
fastened to them the crime.
if relaxed.
The swinging body
if struggled for a few moments V they begun trying to fasten the blame
and then became still. Sals had V on each other. Both confessed to the
4
paid the penalty of his crime if part they played In the crime.
4T with his life.
f
.The trap was sprung at 3:45
4V
if and life was pronounced extinct
if at 3:50 o'clock. Sals was cooler
if when he mounted the scaffold if
any time if
if than he had been
IT forty-eighours previous to the if
hanging. Briefly, he stated that 4T
he did not do the killing alone,
e and requested that his body he if
burled at San Juan.
if
The fixing of the noose, the 4V
4V placing
of the hood, and the if
e springing of the trap was done if
by Sheriff Abeyta deliberately 47
4V and
e
without the least slip.
and Blacking- - if
Drs. Duncan
e
e ton pronounced Sais dead on the 4T
e On
e first examination.
Ballots For Precinct Offi

MURDERER PAYS PENALTY
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SAVFS LOST
STEAMER

(Mg
1
)

J

West Udia Seas. When She
Was Eleven Days
Over Due.

G

SHIP HAD BRIEN HER
SHAFT JUT

All

WELL

RS. POTTER PALMER'S

STOMAKES

Machinery.

The steamer Pennsylvania Fall In Wall
Ponoe. which arrived at Hamilton,
Bermuda Islands, today, under tow of
Street Quotations-Othe- rs
a tramp steamer, sailed for New
For nearly a
York, December 26.
Are Affected.
week several revenue cutters had
for the missing
been searching
steamer and great apprehension was
GREAT NORTHERN NOT ABIE
felt for her safety.
KIcven lays Overdue.
The missing steamer Ponoe, eleven
days overdue from Ponce, Porto
TO CLOSE ITS BOOKS NOW
Rico, to New York, was sighted today
an
tow
In
of
Bermuda,
Hamilton,
off
other steamer. Two cablegrams were
received by the New York & Porto Harriman Lines Pay Big Freight
Rico Steamship company, of this city,
The cableowners of the Ponce.
Charges to Get Back
grams being dated at Hamilton, read
Its Own Cars.
as follows:
"The Bteamer Ponce, in tow off Bermuda of a tramp steamer," is dis
New York, Jan. 11. The announceabled. John S. Darrell."
ment of the intended Issue of addiAnother cablegram read:
"Ponce in tow of a German steam tional capital stock by the Pennsylvania railway company to the extent
er la oft Bermuda. Meyer."
of $10,000,000 shares, arrived to
Only a SI in ft Broken.
A dispatch from Bermuda report Bhock speculative investment in the
that the Ponco has a broken shaft. stock market today.
Pennsylvania stock sold down four
All on board are well. The steam
points from yesterdays close, under
ship is being towed to dock by tugs.
St. Paul,
the enormous unloading.
IaxI by a Tramp.
The New ' York & Porto Rico Atchison, Northern Pacific and BaltiSteamship company today received a more and Ohio were the most acutecablegram from Bermuda that the ly affected of the stocks In the genmissing steamer Ponce is coming into eral list. The sharpness of the break
Hamilton in tow. She had been over invited prollt taking by the bears,
and supporting orders were rut out
due for ten days.
allV as protective measures by the
Circulating Pump Gave Out.
at Inside "..'rests. The result was a
The steamer Maricas arrived
My in the course of the
,
Quarantine this morning from Trini 8u",jn
1
alve.
It
dad and Grenada. She was delayed
nurlnff t n t ilamnvamfint In Vim- linn I'i IT HpnitV. t W '
V
i
effects a cure. fcl'X NOT YET
chinery. On New Year's morning
rSXE ITS STOCK
"I -circulating pump gave out.
Owing to the
ship stopped for thirty-si- x
hours fs" ENGLAND'S ' had been hand-l- .i
'e
.on
repairs, and then proceeded under
., M jnesota courts in
iiid. n.
Fine weather prevallt ,
duced speed.
tlie
':lch the attorney gen- of the
ed end she saw nothing
rf x '."nlate would enjoin the
I lar
steamer Ponce.
ii hlg
Q
j'n Railway company
fro. .''id h - proposed ISO, 000, 000
"he company is again
of new bv
obliged to pi.pone the closing of Its
books relative to the issued. , The
books were to have been closed yes
terday, but they will now be kept
HER AUSTERE
open until January 15. Date of first
payment on the new Btock has been
advanced from January 14 to Janu
ary 18.
FACE
New

York,

Jan.

11.

TY1A-

I
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Earthquake Shocks. Sleet
Storms. Fires and Explosions Kill Many.
THREE HUNDRED EXPIRE
IN TIDAL WAVE SOUTH
unusualKansas City, Jan. ll.-Aheavy sleet storm In the western
part of Kansas and throughout
Oklahoma and Indian Territory, has
crippled the wires south of Kansas
City today. For a time wire com
munication with Colorado and the
territories was completely shut off
Train pervice has suffered severely.
ly

SEISMIC DISTIRHAXCE
FELT IX KANSAS.
Arkansas City, Kan., Jan. 11.
What is believed to have been an
earthquake shock was felt here at
1:45 this morning. The shock lasted a few seconds.
Persons were
awakened and, dishes were rattled
but no damage was reported.

US

6

HARHIMAX IS IllHRYIXG
HOME HIS FREIGHT CARS
Chicago, Jan. 11. The manage
ment of the' Harriman lines Is paying
132,500 freight on cars In order to
get them from the east Into the coal
fields of Illinois, where they can be
loaded with coal for the west.
This extreme and unusual method
was adopted by the officials here after
a consultlon with E. H. Harriman,
who gave his consent to the expenditure necessary' to relieve the coal
shortage In Beveral portions of the
west, especially In Kansas and Nebraska. Added to the loss In paying
freight on the cars, the Harriman
system will lose at least 6.000 revenue, and possibly three times that
amount, which they would have obtained had they permitted their cars
to be loaded In the east with merchandise or coal for the territory
around Chit-ag-

jf.ws

gather ton

advocate zionism.

London, Jan. 11. In the Albert
hall today Jews numbering over fcix
thousand gathered under the auspices of the English Zionist federation for the purpose of advocating
the claims of Zionism. Lord Koths-chll- d
presided and among the speakers were Israel Zungwill, H. Blschop-shelRev.

H.

Zadoc-Kah-

n,

Dr.

Frledberger, Walter Nathan and J.
Shire, all prominent In commercial and financial circles. H. H. ItentT
m!, ill
T.
I
thut Zionists
would not rest until they had Pales-- "
eles.
Palestine, and nothing
Resolutions were adopted pledging
the meeting to work to secure a

EXPLOSION DISTl RUN
WASHIXGTOX CARD PARTY
Washington, Jan. 11. F. H. Pope
and Edward Schelbner were instantly
killed and a dozen persons were Injured last night by the explosion of a
fas plant In Woodman hall during
the progress of a card party. Among
the most seriously Injured is Father
Dwyer, a Catholic priest.

humo In PnlfHtln hi th eonlv
lutlon of the Jewish question.

TWENTY PF.RSOXS PFKISII
IX HOOK BINDERY FIRE
Strussburg, Jan. 11. Twenty persons perished today in a fire which
destroyed the book bindery of Hubert & Company, the English Arm
at Geispolsheim near this city. A
vat of boiling celluloid exploded, and
the flaming liquid caused such inignition of everything
stantaneous
with which it came into contact, that
all exists were cut off in a very short
time. Some of. those who escaped
front the turning room were dreadfully scalded.

XEW INCOKPOKATIOXS
DIKING DECEMBER
New York. Jan. 11. The total cap
italizations of Incorporations formed
In Maine, New York, New Jersey and
Delaware, with a capital of 11,000.- 000 and upward, during the mouth of
December, amounted to $239,500,000,
all increase of almost 1100,000,000
over the total for the same month
during 1905, and compares
with
$184,000,000 in November, and 1110.- 600.000 in October.
The December
exceeded In amount
those of any other month in the year,

.
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WAS

WIN

SAIS

Beat All Records in Passfnf
Private Pension
Bills.

LAW'S

VICTIM

legally-secure- d
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MEET AGAIN
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Smoot Will Hold His Seat Till
The Expiration of His
Full Term.

(j
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The report that Judge Parker, be
fore whom Sais was tried, found gull
ty and sentenced, would grant an appeal to the supreme court, or that
Governor Hagerman would grant a
respite, or commute sentence to life
imprisonment was put In circulation
whatever,
without any foundation
and is denied by both gentlemen and
branded by some as one of those "hot
air specials" so common these days
in the Morning Journal.
At noon today, In answer to a tele
phone message from The Evening
Citizen. Governor Hagerman stated
that he had not been asked "to grant
a respite or commute the sentence of
Sals" by any person, and therefore
there were no applications on file In
his office asking interference on his
part. The governor said he would
not interefere to prevent the sentence
from being carried out and he did
not
STORY OF THE CRI M E
While the lifeless body of Carlos
Sals lies cold and stiff at Socorro
having been cut loose from the gallows on which he paid the penalty
of murdering John Billlngslea and
William McLaughlin, a little fair
haired woman at Trinidad, Colo., Is
mourning the loss of a loving hus
This woman Is Mrs. Billings
band.
lea, and though her husband's death
is avenged, her sorrow Is unquleted
Sais had an associate in the crime
This associute was Elieso Valles
Valles wus sentenced to life impiis
onment for the part he took in the
killing f Killingslea and Mcl.augh
lin.
The murder took place on one o
the lofty peaks of the Manzano
mountain, six miles from where the
Santa Fe Eastern railroad passes
Sals and Val
through Abo canyon.
les were sheep herders, and Billings
lea and McLaughlin were prospec
tors.
The latter had started from
Trinidad, Colo., in search of wealth
such as the earth would yield up to
Billlngslea was a telegraph
them.
operator, and while working for the
Western Union at Trinidad he had
wooed and won one of the Bell Tele
phone company's pretty "hello-girlMrs. Billlngslea accompanied her hu-tibund on his mining expedition.
It
They
was to be a honeymoon trip.
were to travel overland, make easy
drives, stop in pretty places In the
mountains una nuni ana nun ana
recreate as well as look for mines.
McLaughlin was an old friend of
He had had some ex!lilllngiea.
Billlngslea was
perience in mining.
to furnish the money and McLaugh- lin was to furnish the experience.
They Journeyed to a point on the
Santa Fe Central by rail and there
procured horses and a wagon. They
were crossing Abo pass when overtaken by the sheep herders, Sais and
Valles, who were traveling in the
same direction as the prospector,
but were not provided with food nor
tamping equippage, so the
tors took them, in, gave them food
and a place to sleei The Mexicans
s.

prospec-incorporatio-

cers Not Necessary.

Says
District Attorney Clancy

Albuquerque. Jan. 11. 1U07.
La
Nestor Montoyu, Editor
Handera Americana. Albuquerque,

Mr.

N. M.

Dear Sir: In response to your request for my opinion as to form and
printing of ballots for use at the approaching elections of Justices of the
peace. I have to say that 1 am convinced that chapter 1 J 7 of the laws
of 1905 has tio application to these
precinct elections, nor to elections of
school directors nor arequia commisConsequently, there Is no
sioners.
necessity for having the tickets
printed by the county recorder, nor
any necessity for having printed on
the tickets the endorsement required
by section 3 of that act. with the facsimile signature of the recorder.
I desire also to say that not only is
that endorsement unnecessary, but
there might possibly be some objections made to the validity of tickets
with the endorsement thereon, unless
all tickets used by all parties should
be printed the same way. That is to
say, if the set of tickets of one party
had the endorsement printed on the
tickets, while another did not, it
might be claimed that those tickets
with the endorsement had a designating device on their back so thut their
character might be known when folded, thus Interfering with the secrecy
of the ballot. Therefore, I am sure
that In those precincts where printed
tickets are used, it will be better to
have nothing printed on the back, so
as to avoid any such possible contention. It will be well, however, that
the tickets should conform In size to
what Is required In a general statute.
In accordance with which they should
be printed on plain white paper three
inches In width and eight inches in
length, or within a quarter of an Inch
of

that

size.

TtlV
Washington. D. C, ' Jan.
house today adjourned until Mnnstey;
after breaking all records soj Car mm
pension legislation is concerneo. m.
prtrajhe
hundred and twenty-eigpension bills were passed In ana hoar
and thirty-fiv- e
minutes.
Service Pension In Iaml.
The senate today without dlvtasaa
passed the McCumber .service pensssss
bill... The bill was so amended a tor
make It applicable to survivors of the
Mexican war as well as of the Civil
war, and so as to prohibit the pay
ment of fees to pension attorney.

rjp ilk

,

T&j Dorrs; Azczzos,-

W. CLANCY,

District Attorney.

-

-

CHICAGO'S

NX'1ETLEADEIl
AND WOMAN OF AFFAIRS AND
HEAI TY KCOKES ANOTHEIl TIU-I'-

I'll

COXFKIt-KXC- E
IXDl'STUIAI.
WITHOUT I'HIIJ-- S IX A
PATUICIAN
IX
HOr.SE
THE
WIXDY CITY.

Chicago, Jan. 11. AgHin that won
derful woman, Mrs. Potter Palmer,
society woman, woman of affairs and
beauty. Is In the limelight. She is to
be hostess at a unique session of the
National Civic Federation.
In her patrician Lake Shore boulevard mansion, with Its
candelabra and priceless carpets and
cheval mirrors, where pink teas and
more elaborate full dress balls flourish, capital and labor are to be the
gucsU, and labor
Invited to attend
without putting on a splketalled coat
or having its face massaged.
Saturday evening, January 12, at
8:30 o'clock, is the hour set for the
function. The formal invitations are
In the name of the Civic Federation,
and in one corner of the card is the
line "strictly Informal." Mrs. Palmer
that there shall be no false
feeling of restraint.
The reception is for employers and
representatives of the worklngmen
to meet each other, and many of
Chicago's union labor men have accepted the Invitation. After the deliberations there will be a social
mingling, but the entertainment will
be entirely without formality.
The tart with which Mrs. Potter
Palmer has arranged this affair as
hostess Is not new to her. She has
fur some years shone as a snclul leader and woman of public affairs alike.
She is the widow of Potter Palmer,
who was owner of the Palmer House,
Chicago's historic hostelry. She was
president of the board of lady managers of the World's Columbian exposition. She visited Europe and interested foreign governments in the
and exfair and secured
hibits. She was afterward appointed
by the president to the national commission for the Paris exposition, being
the only woman member. For her
France
connection
work In this
awarded her the grand cordon of the
of Honor.
bric-a-bra- c,

1

dec-Ide- s

ALLEGED COIOKKD
MUKDEKEKS APPEAL.
Alexandria, Va Jan. 11. A stay
of execution has been placed on the
warrant in the sheriff's possession for
of Howard Banks,
the execution
colored, who was sentenced to death
for the murder of a colored youth
named Elzle, as an appeal will be
taken to the court of appeals. Howard would have been executed this
morning but for the appeal.
XEW MIXEKALS

IX SOIT1I DAKOTA.
Deadwood, Jan. 11. Tin, mica,
tungsten and spodumene are now being produced in the Black Hills In
large quantities. The Westlnghouse
Electric & Manufacturing company
for the use of their plant in Denver,
are taking large quantities of mica.
The other new minerals are being
shipped east.

LAWYERS IN
ITALY GO ON

BIB STRIK E

SiiHMit Not to be I'lMrated.
Chicago, Jan. 11. A dispatch. t
the Tribune from Washington sajw
thut Senator Heed Smoot will hoM
his senate seat unless he shall
before his term expires, something, t
justify his expulsion.
There la at
present a majority In the senate, ah
believe that he cannot be deprive
of his seat under existing conditions.
and that In no case can he be pot est
of the senate except by the method of
la
expulsion which requires a
vote.
two-thirt-

Slum's Secretary Advamtd.
Arthur F. Statter, present private)

secretary to Secretary Shaw, will
appointed Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury, to succeed
Chariest H
Keep, when the latter retire February 1, to become bank commissioner
In askVtjrouitf'Assassln Trledjand of the state, of New York.
ing the president for the appointment
Shaw did so with the understanding
Shot By Court
that Cortelyou, who takes the treasury portfolio March 4, shall fill the ofMartial.
fice whenever he desires to do so. ami
First Assistant Postmaster OenersHitchcock will later be made the assistant secretary. Hltcncock will ot
MVSTERIOUSBOrVIB EX
leave the postoffice department with
Cortelyou, but will do so about July
PLODES IN ST. PETERSBURG 1, or later.
River and Harbors Hill.
The river and harbors bill. It la
Corey of Steel Trust Says He Wil now announced, will probably noC be
reported to the house on January
Not Marry During Present
arc busily en16.
gaged in discussing the projects asEuropean Trip.
signed them, and delegations representing the various sections of th
country are arriving here datly by
Home, Jan. 11. A strike of lawyers In Italy has been declared. A various lines.
number of barristers and solicitors
Xawil Hill Is
met yesterday and after examlng the
Foss, of the house comChairmun
proposals of the minister of justice mittee on naval affairs, expecta to
for legal reforms determined to ask have the naval appropriation bill
the lawyers In all Italian townB to ready
to report to the house by Febistrlke. ugainst them, and to remain ruary 1.
on a strike until the measures are
Secretary Metcalf will appear bewithdrawn. The minister has referred fore the commission some time neat
his reform measures to the chamber week, and his statement will complete
of deputies for discussion.
the hearings.
It Is practically assured that the
DKCM HEAD COritT-MAItTIA- L
bill will not carry appropriation
EXECTTES ANOTHER TODAY
battleships, but will reauMoscow, Jan.
11.
Epifanoff, the thorize the building of a proposed
man who recently attempted to assas- Dreadnaught, which is to equal
l
sinate the master of the household
afloat. There was some doubt
of the Grand Duchess Elizabeth, was as to whether the ship was properly
to
tried by drum head court-martiauthorized ut the last session.
day and executed.
Ship Not Sent to Ia-illMYSTEIUOl'S BOMB EXPLO
Washington.
Jan. II. Although a
PETER-SUCRSION IX ST.
suggestion has been made that owioa
St. Petersburg.
Jan. 11. Dated to the weuk representation of ar1:35 p. m. There was a mysterious moured ships on the Pacific, several
bomb explosion today on Vassilly Isl such vessels should be sent there at
and in the court yard of a house on once, it was stated today that thaa
the corner 'of Little Prospect street navul board has no present Intention
This Is a district of St. Petersburg of disturbing the plans made luag
where many English families reside.
for the maneuvers which are
Though the bomb tore a hole three since
tu begin ut Culebra and
feet deep into the ground and drove about
The progrum of exerctsi
splinters a foot long Into the walls o covers u period
during
adjoining houses, no one was Injured which time the of six weeks,
entire Atluntic ttert
The thrower escaped.
will undergo rigid drills and extensive target practice.
W.M. E. COREY' DF.XIF.S RE
PORT THAT HE IS TO MARRY
Paris, Jan. 11. Wm. E. Corey au MOVEMENTS OF I' XI TED
ST VI ES W ARSHIPH.
thorizes the Associated Press to state
Guantanamii, Cubu. Jan. 11. Eight
that he will not marry during his
bultleships comprising the squudron
present European trip.
of Hear Admiral Eans, of the United Stales Atlantic lleet arrived her
CHAVES MAY HAVE
today
in the squadron
are thn
Maine.
(tlagsblpsi
Missouri, KVar-sarg- e,
Kentucky. Alabama. Iowa. InCOMMITTED SUICIDE diana und Illinois. The midwintt-IllunoeHVelH of the llect will be conducted olT this coa.--l.
Special Correspondence.
Brooklyn. Jan. il In about four
Luguna, N. M., Jan. 10 Investigation has brought to light circum- days time the I'nited States buttiv-ship- s
Connecticut. Iiuisiuna. Georgia.
stances surrounding the death of
Geronimo Chaves, which occurred New Jersey, l'.hode Island. Virginia.
suddenly at Cubero Sunday night, Ohio. Tennessee. Washington and St.
which point to foul play.
Chaves Louis, wil sail for Cubu. where the
was well and hearty the afternoon will join the lleet of Rear Admiral
preceding his death. He complained Evans und take part in Hie midwinter
that evening ut supper that his food munoeuvers of the Atlantic tleet.
was bitter.
Shortly after he was
drinking at the saloon of
si'i:cii, vrt'coi'Kivnov
i. i;o er.voio
Jaramillo, und after taking liquor and
water, threw up his hands and fell
Speciul to The Kveiiing Citizen. e
to the floor und began to vomit. Dr.
Washington. 1. C. Jan. II.
De Amond was called, but before he
The goveruois of New Mexico
arrived Chaves had died In terrible
ami Arizona have been grunted 4
ll.-itiagony. Two hours ufter death, it Is
contingent expenses, I MM 4
said, his bodoy turned black, und his 4 of ul.lrh shall be fur traveling
expenses w hen away from
friends believe thut his death was
caused by poison.
tal.
The body was
burled without a post-mChailes Sple.-- a left here es- - e
tein examterd.iy
ination.
for Ne
York.
The
Andrews penscn l.dl for A. J.
Chaves' domestic life liud not been
running smoothly fur several months 4 Armstrong, for
puased the
and some people here are of the opin- e house.
ion that !)? committed bulciJv.
-
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PROF. STRDUP PLUCKED

Yours truly,

Fit ANK

BILLS

ht

f
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Steamer Marlcas Also Delayed
By Break In Her

lit'

ICARLOS

WONT

LABOR TO MEET WITH CAPITAL IN

OF HIS CRIME AT SOCORRO, TODAY
TRAMP SHIP

The Evening Citizen, In Advance, S per year.
Delivered by CarrUf, 90 cente per merrth.
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XEW STEEL PI.AXT
FOIl PACIFIC COAST.
Speciul to The Evening Citizen.
San Francisco, Jan. 11. ArrangeSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 1 1.
ments were completed by capitalists t Prof. A. B. Stroup, school su- a
perlnteudent of Bernalillo coun- here today for the construction of
'
ty, was not granteti the prlvi- large steel plant which will be operlege of signing himself "attorney
ated for several years with iron and
ut law." At the examination of 4
steel scrap from the ruins of the
city. The entire equipment for the 4 candidates for admission to the
bar, which took place before the
plant has been purchased In Pittspreme court in Santa Fe on 4
burg. The plant will be known as
the 9lli of the month. Prof.
the Great Western Itolllng Mills and
Stroup flunked, or as the lawat Kodeo, on the
will be located
students would term it he was 4
ocean front, where the company has
"plucked." It must be thut the
secured one hundred ucres of land.
professor used his pet phrase,
It Is believed thut the scrap secured
"It don't make no difference no
from the ruins of the city will run
arrangehow." It Is evident the exam- - 4
the mill for ten years, but
Ining committee wants to keep
ments are being made to take over
the scrap supply of the inrny rail- 4' up the standard In the legal
profession and will not admit
roads having terminals in the city
T Just
any one. others also ran. 4
in trder to secure an unlimited supply of- raw material.
-
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as the tenth level. As soon as the
ore body was cut. the work of following It began, and today the vein
shows a width of twenty-seve- n
feet,
with the side wall yet to be reached.
It Is believed that before the side
wall Is encountered the ore body will
show a width of over thirty feet.
The Importance of the strike Is that
no assays thus far taken have shown
values less than 165 In gold to the
ton. The ore body, which Is of a
formation, carries
several
streaks which go as high ns twenty
ounces In gold. The
and twenty-fiv- e
work of breaking down ore In this
vein began recently, and a trial shipment will be made within a few days.
The operators of the Flndley are
breaking ore In several levels, and are
npklng nn output of 100 tons per
'.:.y
There are 150 men nt work on
ihe property at present, ind regular
ore are being
of
m'M.
made to the Golden-Cycl- e
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List of Cases Up For Consideration Before the

Julllo Ullman. Interpreter at
Naco. Commits Suicide by
Firing Bullet In His Brain.

Court.
The supreme court of New Mexico
continued In regular session at 10
o'clock yesterday morning, In the
chambers at the eapltnl
building.
There were present:
Chief Justice
William J. Mills. Associate Justices
John It. MeFle, Frank W. Parker,
William H. Pope, Kdward A. Mann
and Ira A. Abbott.
Jose I). Sena,
clerk of the court, was at his post.
Assistant United States Attorney K.
L. Medler was also present.
The territory was represented by Attorney
General W. C. Held.
United States
Marshal Crelghton M. Foraker and
Deputy United States Marshal H. F.
Hogh were ill attendance.
The following cases came up for
consideration :
No. 1 179 Territory of New Mcxi-oex rel., and Frank A. llubbell, appellants, vs. Justo It. Arinljo, appellee. Motion for rehearing overruled
and denied.
No. 11S5 Territory of New Mexico, ex rel., and Thomas S. llubbell.
appellants, vs. Perfecto Armijo,
pellee.
Motion for rehearing over
rn'ed and denied.
No. 1145 United States of America, appellee, vs. M. F. Sena, appellant.
Upon presentation of mandate from
circuit court of appeals this cause
was reinstated on the docket.
No. 1189 United States of America, appellee, vs It. H. Tallmadge, ct
al., appellants.
This case was docketed by appellee and on motion of appellee tho Judgment of the court below was affirmed.
No. 1173 United States of America, appellant, vs. H. H. Tallmadge,
et nl., appellees.
Reset for January 21.
No. 1055 Solomon Luna, plaintiff
in error, vs. Cerrlllos Coal Uailroad
company, defendant in error.
Reset
for August term.
No. 1146 Territory of New Mexico, appellee, vs. Albwiuerque Land &
Judgment reIrrigation company.
versed and cause dismissed.
No. 1151 George H. Beasley. appellant, vs. James F. Hancock, appellee. Argued and submitted.
The bar examining committee reported yesterday in favor of tho admission of the following attorneys to
practice law In New Mexico:
K. B. rtrumback, of Kstancia; It. F.
Hamilton, of Deining; Walter II.
Weatherby, of Texico; H. I. Nowlan,
of Hoswell; Harry L. Patton, of Texico; Wallace K. Thresher,
of Fast
Las Vegas; C. H. Allredge, of
A.
W. Morningstar.
of
Lordsburg; C. J. Roberts, of Raton;
Felix Baca, of Albuquerque, and R.
S. Meyer, of Raton.
The foregoing- attorneys were admitted on certificates and previous
practice in the states. The examina
tion of the other applicants who have
not heretofore been engaged In practice was resumed.

Having become despondent
because of III health. Julllo Ullman, official interpreter
for the
I'nited
States government nt Naco, committed suicide about 6 o'clock Wednesday evening by placing a hIx shooter
In his mouth and lirlng the bullet Into his brain, says the Itlsbee Miner.
Death resulted Instantaneously.
Ullmnn, who Is twenty-si- x
years of
age, came to Naco with his mother
from Nogales about four wekn ago,
the deceased having been employed
while In Nogales In a position similar to the one he occupied at Naco.
While In Naco, Ullman and his mother made their home on the American
side of this line.
When Ullman came home to his
supper last evening he went nt once
to his own room. Ills mother was In
the front part of the house In which
they reside, and noticed nothing unusual In the actions of her son. In
fact he had sold or done nothing as
far as can be learned which would
cause his friends or his mother to
suspect that he had entertained the
of taking his own life
Shortly after he had e ilei-ehis
room, Uilman's mother heard a shot
and rushing to where her son was,
Mis. I'llninn found him lying on the
floor, unconscious and with a revolver lying by his side. She knew tit
once what had occurred and notified
the officers..
The coroner was also notified and
a Jury impaneled. A verdict that Ullman hail come to his death by his
own hand was reached.
Ullman had been In bad health for
some time and while It Is generally
believed that this was his reason for
committing suicide, It is Intimated
that a Mexican girl on the other side
of the international border may have
had something to do with it.

SKETCHES EX- KMITKO FROM 1)1 TV.
Washington, Jan. 11. A test case
of much Interest to hundreds of
American artists residing abroad,
particularly In I'arls, Is now before
the board of United States general
appraisers.
For several years many
American students living In Paris
have helped to support themselves
pen and Ink sketches of the
Owned by Americans and latest fashions for various Illustrated
periodicals In this country. From the
Government Was Asked
sketches plates are made which are
used in depicting the modes. Recentto Send Ship.
ly the treasury department decided to
assess the drawings under the provision In the Dlngley tariff law for
"pen and ink drawings' with duty nt
FAVORS STATE
the rate of 15 per cent. In order that
the question should be Judicially settled, the Curtis Publishing company
OE COAL LANDS of Philadelphia, proprietors
of the
Ladles Home Journal, filed a protest
with the board of appraisers of New
York which will have the effect of
iew York Fireman Is Rescued bringing the matter Into the courts.
It Is the contention of the publishers
After Many Hours of Burial
that the sketches are entitled to free
entry under the exemption schedule
in Ruins.
of the tariff law as the law provides
that "works of art" the production of
American artists residing temporarily
Mobile. Ala.: Claiming that the abroad,
are not taxable.
Wtocge I. Kmery company, a mahog-sast- y
exporting firm of Boston, had
their concession, the govern-i- NEW YORK STOCK
KXCHAMiK TOTALS.
nt of Nicaragua has seized the enNew York. Jan. 11. The total voltire plant of the big Institution. The ume
listed stocks traded in on the
suiter was left to arbitration, it Is New ofYork
Stock exchange for the
understood, and now the Kmery com-Fibacked up by Minister Merry year 1906 was 220,813,277 shares, as
sat the United States, believing that compared with 211.859.9S0 shares ill
1905.
In unlisted stocks the total
the company will not receive a square transactions
were 59.233,882 as comcteal. haa asked that the United states
jwrernment send a warship to Blue-Hel- pared with 48.360,475 ill 1903. The
the port of entry on the east- tax on stock speculation Imposed by
the state did not restrain speculation.
ward coast of Nicaragua.
Oeorge D. Kmery, the pioneer Am- - In bonds there was a marked falling
f state and railOFFICIAL MATTERS
in the exportation of ni.ihog- - off in transactions.
tn the tropics, secured from the road bonds there was traded in durgovernment a concession to ex- - ing 1905 a total of 1532,836,500, while
rt the hardwoods within the In 1903 the amount was 1853,802,700.
Agricultural
Member Board Itcgi-iitUnlisted bonds were traded In to the
ibmindarles of that reservation.
t'ollego.
amount of $38,628,380. as compared
Governor Ilagerman yesterday anIn
1905. In no
with $180,598,200
.KTATK OWNERSHIP OK
nounced the appointment of R. R.
a
years
was
such
there
two
principal of the
Larkin,
public
XAIi AND ASPHALT other
Guthrie, Ukl.: There in a proposal marked shrinkage in bond transacschools of Las Vegas, to fill a vacancy
1906.
1905
and
in
as
occurred
Aefore the statehood convention that tions
on the board of regents of the College
taw new state of Oklahoma shall buy
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
IMDIAMOND
RECORD
aril the coal and asphalt lands and
vice II. U. Holt, of Las Cruces, reAMERICA.
TO
PORTS
sne the revenue for the maintenance
tired.
year
11.
New
York,
the
For
Jan.
it public schools. Governor Green
Professor Inkln Is a graduate of
31st upwards, of
December
ended
JfcUurtain. of the Choctaw nation, $43,000,000 had been paid for diathe Agricultural college.
Jaas louaT been in favor of state
monds and other precious stones imand. since F. K. Leupp,
Articles of IncorMiratlon.
city. The total exceeds
of Indian affairs, suggested ported to thisyear
following articles of IncorporaThe
and
$6,000,000.
by
of
last
that
satety the organization of a big corn- have been filed in the office of
tion
ago
by
$17,000,000.
years
two
of
that
under the direction of the feder- Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
year constitutes a
sroverti nient for the operation of The Imports this
The KlaSico Mercantile company.
general
to
an
the
is
Index
and
record
coal and asphalt lands, there
Principal place of business at Blanco
country.
Since
prosperity
of
the
been more desire than ever to
San Juan county. Territorial agent.
aflspose of the property to the state. 1868. when the first stone was ImW. A. Creager, at Blanco.
Capital
ported from the Cape of Good Hope,
stock. $10,000, divided Into 100 shares
this country has paid over $330,000,-00- 0
ANOTHER BURIED MAX
Object,
of the par value of $100.
the
for diamonds, or one-haJtENCl'KD l'ltCIM DEATH
general mercantile business.
DuraNew Tork: Hurled for thirty hours amount which South Africa has obtion, twenty years. Incorporators, T.
auader hundreds of tons of smoking tained for its entire supply of preciD. Burns, of Tlerra Amarllla; K. O.
atebris. in the lower floor of the big ous stones the world over. The figLlghtner, of Duraugo. and W. A.
taper warehouse, 54 Roosevelt street, ures represent what the importers
Creagere, of Blanco.
pay, but according to the trade, the
sm&ble almost to breathe us the
The Kxcel Orchard & Nursery commore. The
of the smudge of smoke that public pays fifty per cpany. Principal place of business on
' 200 per
For Justii-- of Peace.
from smoldering paper and cot- - value of diamonds is
l,
I hereby announce myself as a re
Its premises four miles cast of
nd ever threatened with death cent higher than eight yei. ago.
publican candidate for
in Chaves county.
to
Territorial
Ity drowning from the tons of
the office of justice of the peace fo' agent. J. H. Wlnkley, at Roswell.
.yamred by his comrades into the
precinct 26, of Bernalillo county. I Capital stock. $250,000. divided into
taUIdiug to smother out the flames, TO
submit my record as Justice of the 250,000 shares of the par value of $1
Treman John Seufert, of engine
peace to the voters of said precinct, each, commencing business with $40,-00snipany No. 32. one of three
object, fruit raising and nursFlection,
LAW REFORMS and solicit their votes.
smoght" last night, was restored as
ery business. Duration, fifty years.
Monday, Januaray 14.
tram the dead late tonight, and is in
Incorporators, A. T. Remer, Aulene,
GKORGK R. CRAIG.
ttae hospital, where It Is declared, he
Kan.; Jo.xiah Good, J. K. Good. Eli
laas a good chance to recover.
MAY M EX ICO It All ASSOCIATION
For Constable.
Good. Marion, Kan.: J W. Nusbnutn.
It was a rescue unique in the anI
hereby
submit myself to the vot 1011a N. Nusbauni. Peabody. Kan.; J.
AD.IURNED
WILL HOLD
nals of the New York tire department
ers of precinct 26 for
ns H. Wlnkley, Hoswell.
SKSSION JAN I'AltY' 21.
filled as they are with tales of hero-fsts- n
constable for said precinct, and take
and disaster, and small wonder
this method of asking for their
Senator
has been menAt the adjourned meeting at Santa suffrage at the election which will tioned for Foraker
Umt firemen and citizens alike were
president again. Who is
urfing with Joy as one of the men for Ke on January 21 of the New Mexico be held Monday,
January 14.
the man that mentions Foraker this
y
search had liar association matters of law rebodies an
way every three or four weeks?
J. 11. SMITH.
going on was carried out of the form and recommendation for new
rains on a stretcher and taken In the laws will be considered for presentah
legislative
smiting ambulance to the hospital and tion to the
E GREET with
assembly.
nut to tbe morgue.
as
hearty approval
It was nearly twenty hours after At Wednesday's meeting of the gov
Use three men had disappeared with sociation a draft of all laws
the
Pure Food
rights
and
tne sinking roof und upper floors, erning real estate property
Drugs Act
and
faint tapping told the search- determining the rights between mar
passed
by Conwhich
was
softer the bodies that one of the led persons as to separate and Joint
gress on June 30, 1906, and
probably alive. Tremend- - estates was submitted by Attorney W.
aaas activity by the firemen followed,
Wrlgley of Haton. It was referred
went into effect January 1 ,
sa leas than an hour the fact that to the committee on law reform.
1907. The people of AmerTHE
y
prob-sdmembership
No applications
for
Meufert really was alive and
ica
are entitled to protecFoundation
of
Suectit
'rnurs-dawas
were received at the meeting
could be rescued
tion of their health against
but a half dozen or more will
tSooa stimulants were Riven to him; probably be acted upon at the ad
adulteration and misrepreatbaoluUon by a priest followed. At Journed session.
sentation of their food, drink and medicine, and the new law
aaaduigtit the Itremen said tli.it Seu
will go a long stride in the direction of accomplishing this purpose.
fert would be rescued In from two to I t HO OF roiCMF.lt
Hiree boura.
ari.ona mini: SWINDLF.
thousands,
His dupes numbering
The REGULATION AND CONTROL of such objectionable
annum. mkss.i: or
whom it is claimed he swindled out and perilous conditions has been demanded for many years by
NEW YOltK'S MAYOR of
not less than $ .oou.noo. Dr. R. C. the American people,
New York: The annual message of
until their insistence compelled the respect
promoter of the Spenazuma
Mayor George it. McClellan, sent to Fowler,Mining
of their representatives in the National Legislature, and produced
company.
In
&
Milling
Gold
tiie board cif uldei'inen, shows I hat Graham county, was arrested In Phil- the Pure Food and Drugs Act, so long a step in the right direcUse ktuk funded debt of the illy on
last Friday.
tions.
The victory was of and by the people, and the nation
Urcetnber 31. lauti. was $665,697,392, adelphia
I'.ilny, should glorify in the consciousness of it.
Under the alias of C. G
Jaass Jllll.tM4.lSS. held in the Kinking
Fowler had his hooks out lor more
loud. The borrowing capacity or sinkers,
a
promoting
wonderful
jusvrrfu for incurring further n 1.
When, eleven years ago, it became our detire to furnith the American people
dates on October I. ; oi; was ii.1,- - eliemiral process he claimed to have with a mild, gentle, convenient
laxative medicine for the family, palatable but
discovered by which he could make
141.211
powerful,
harmleia but effective, we were actuated by a fundamental PURITY
In a laboratory.
The number of elnldreii on part diamonds
OK
PURPOSE
to produce a perfect product, atrictly pure, clean, of vegetable
Arizona people who base been ill
upward
line in schools bus increased
ingredient eaay to buy, eaay to take and eaiy in action. In the form of a
will
years
territory
the
or
four
three
11.000 to 65. unit. In loni.
The
dainty, fragrant little tablet, in a neat and handy little enameled box fit for purte
ing 1906 remember the expose of Fowler and or
stamber of schools in use din
we produce the greatest medicine of the kind in the world, under
.
a
his
It
methods.
sensation
created
.'.tlx,
130
tin, und lliey lions.-the motto, from its inception to this day, of "PURITY."
We had no guarantee
over
country,
all
the
of
the
because
scholars.
that our preparation, now
under the name Csscarets Candy
scope
of
his
operations.
An inirreuse of l.Jtoi im-the
Cathartic, would make so phenomenal a record, but we had the FAITH that with
Fowler was the promoter and tin oor
police force is asked I'm.
honest intention, our PURITY-PURPOSand our insistence upon perfection
Mining
of
Spenazuma
ancier
the
Gold
to Si.iien
Tbe new iuuiiicip.il
arhirrd by great scientists, the People would learn the TRUTH, would get the
A:
Milling
company.
He
succeeded
rejU , and bestow their favor on our efforts.
Island is conducted at a liiiaiic i.tl loss,
tMit the mayor said large inatiuf.ictui-4ns- ; in Interesting some of the hading
New
men
in
city,
York
Wal
the
late
iulereuls are moving to that
We have never found it necessary to change our methods, our formula or
ter S. Logan being Its president.
and its population will be
The prospectus was filled with the the form or quality of our product in those eleven years of its history. The sale
which were : lie prim ip.il
of
by Ihe favor and appreciation of the American people, has achieved
of the cuy opet ,ii inn of the romantic story of Montezuma and th- -dararets,
phenomenal proportions ofOVER A MILLION BOXES A MONTH, 12,000,-00- 0
his hidden resources of fabulous gold;
I! THE YEAR.
This is the greatest demonstration of the success of an
the story led the reader from Mexico ait:i-!created by a
that has ben recorded.
to the scene of the Spenazuma, and
mt; m kirk was m di
4 uippi i: 4 ri:i:k
mini. the mysterious mine of gold which
in
Cripple Creek: line of the biggcxt had been discos ered by the Aztec
people have recorded their
Tl e
about CASCA.
NDY CATHARTIC.
They have found that this little tablet has ever
unites ever known of In ihe i 'ripple chief and was ever after a hidden R;;T3
Creek district has been made on the secret, handed down from genera Bcrotnpliihed what was promised for it, that it was the purest, mildest, most
moat trustworthy medicine FOR THE BOWELS, and with faithful use
Kill d ley property on Bull hill.
tion to generation, until it got into In
e,.l I i conip' ili the relirf of many ailments arisinq from disturbances i
the
Tue liud was made a week a'o ami the possession of an unworthy de
Wc feel that tho great CONFIDENCE of the American Peopl
although there has been an effort to sccnoaiii. who gave me uinm- snap r!, vee ,
J.
in.
a,id yet we feel grtfcrful to them for this REMARK. ABLE
n
fcet-the strike a secret ihe news lias away to Dr. Fowler
'1w.Sb'li;A'l"10N and w.h to express the HOPE that we will continue to
11 was a pretly story, interesting
leaked out and it is leained III. it the
f
7:1
iade ever ami alluring.
tartest lsidy of good
he ingenious doctor t ji.j i'. lu.-.- .bene o ot the American Hpme hereafter as heretofore.
peued up in I lie lamp lias l en
was careful to whom ho sent the
prospectus, and its greatest circula
in the Fmdley properly.
If voa hit - never tried Caacarets, buy a little 10c box
and be sure
at a tion wus in the rural districts of the you CiUV WHAT YOU ASK FOR thsonly GENUINE. All druggists 10c,25c, 50c.
The vein was encountered
4irHu of ttlO feet, ut what is known New Knyland states.
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WANTED.
WANTED A capable girl 'for general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WANT E D A
clerk;
must speu k
Spanish; good salary to proper per-soWelller & Henjnmln.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Railroad avenue
and
Rroailway. I'. E. Daniel.
i'ANTED Houseman for the Alvar-adone with experience preferred.
Apply to Manager.
WANTED Help turnishecl and em
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone
n.

two-oun-
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CLASSIFIED AEfVERTISEMENTS

SUPREME COURT AN INTERPRETER
DECISION

I

We try to keep In stock all the
well known and reliable) Toilet
I"reparations on the market. If
we haven't what you want we
will get it for you. AVe are able
to always serve your Interests
In the best possible way.

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY;
Occidental
Corner

Life Bulltling.

Broadway and

East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Black 30.

270.

WANTED
Gentleman's
second- hand clothing. No. 515 South Flr.t
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED lilds for the construction
of hotel building at Belen, M.
M. Plans can be seen at the office
Albuof E. H. Crlsty, architect,
querque, N. M. The John Becker
Company, Helen, N. M.
WANTED Teams The Santa
Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
good
for other purposes.
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
Hilt KENT.
FOR. RENT
New
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
street.
FOR RENT Two rooms t'or
Inquire at 300 North
nroadway.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
FOR RENT Or lease for one year
cottage, 915 N. Sixth
A
street. Mrs. John Cuneo.
ittage
It ENT Furnished
FOR
Apply nt
flats: very reasonable,
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and Tljeras r.venue. Inquire
at Lommori
&
Matteuccl,
624
West Tljeras nvenue.
Folt it ENT Pleasant rooms with
board on ranch. 3 miles from city.
Rate $28 per month. Address box
84. A lbuquerque.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos. Organs,
Horses. Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as fit)
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from nil
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICBft.
0en Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely F11 rn I sheil. Fireplace,
lloi-ie- .
Buggy, HarncMs, Hay. Etc.

$3300
POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

five-room-

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
tiold Filling
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

$1.50 up
90
50c

AM, WOKK ARSOMTELY
ANTEED.

fit7.Mt- -

LAWYERS.

Ira

DR. ,?. E. KRAFT,

two-stor-

ROOM

THE

II. F. CO PP.
12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.

BAMBINI COMPANY

Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladles and gentlemen, ami every
garment l.s thoroughly gtcrilizcil In its
cleansing.
Prices ure fatlsfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on appli
cation.
A special
Suits made to order.
cutter employed for this 'purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.
How to Prevent Itlllous Attacks.
to bilious attacks will notice that for a day or
more before the attack he Is not hun
gry at meal times and feels dull after
eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets when
these first symptoms appear will ward
oft the attack. They are for sale by
all druggists.
One who is subject

.

NOTICE FOK PITIMCATIOX.
Department of the Interior,
Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Santi
ago Griego of Carpenter, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
filial live-yeproof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
10,301 made Nov. 20. 1906. for the
SVi NEH and lots 1 and 2, Section
3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner,
at Albuquerque, N.
M., on Feb. 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Griego, Darin Chavez und J. R. Carpenter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
ar

NOTICE 11)11 PllU.ICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Luclo
Ortega of Chilill, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
c
XE14 and E'i NW'i, Section
12, Township 8 N., Range 6 E., and
that said proof wil be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner,
at Albuquerque, N.
M
on Feb. t, 107.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia. IMolano Ortega.
Lorenzo Sanchez and Kdward Carter,
all of Chilill. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
ar

NOTICE FOK PI ISI.ICATION.
Department (,f the Interior,
Land
Office at Santa Fe. X. M.
Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Ortega of Chilill. X. M., has tiled
notice of his intention to make final
live-yeproof in support
of his
claim, viz:
Homestead entry No.
6.703 made Dec. 10. 1901. for the
SW4 KW'i. Section 1. W'i NVi
and NW'i SW'i. Section 12. Township S X.. Range 6 K., and that said
proof will be made before II. w. S.
Otero, United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, X. M., on
Feb. r.. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of. the land, viz:

Francisco Garcia. Kstol.mo Ortego,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,

all of Chilill, N. M.
MANUEL

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harnett
over O RIelly's drug store. Automat
ic pnone 238.
Appointments made
by mail.
'
Edmund .). Alger, I. It. S.
No. 3U6 Railroad avenue.
On ire
hours, 9 a. 111., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3S
FoilTi fEN T AN I SALE A simTl p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Apranch for rent, and a good paying pointments made by mall.
dairy for sale. Apply 1115 North
"physicians."
Arno street.
-- )
Nicely
FOR
RENT
DR. J. R. 1IAYNEK
furnished
rooms, $1.25 to $1.50 per week;
Physiciun and Surgeon.
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armijs
for light housekeeping.
The Min- building.
neapolis House, 524 South Second
DR. R. L. I1UST.
street, Albuquerque, N. M.
Office,
X. T. Armljs Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with IKah
FOR SALE.
Freauencv Eloctrieni
FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new. Germicide. Treatmentsfngiven
each
315 S. Third street.
uay irom
a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
y7-i fgV mafe"srri
FOR S ATJETHTrt
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
good condition.
Oscar LifTrelng,
UNDERTAKER.
Rernardo, N. M.
Colo., Red 115
FOR SALE New golden oak bed- Auto, phone 316.
A. lionni.-it- i
room suite, set dining chairs, gas
Commercial Club building.
stove. 724 K. Railroad avenue.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
FOR SALE The Claude. Girard prop-ert- y
on west Mountain road. InARCHITECTS
quire on premises or ut No. 300
W.
Spencer.
F.
7
Rooms
Bar- North Broadway.
building. Albunuernu. NT
FOR SALE Nice riding or driving nett
phones.
Both
pony, cheap. Apply Rooms 2 and
'
3, Harriett building.
CIVIL ENGINEER
FOR SALE Two houses on $1,000
J. R. Farwcll.
lots, for less than houses would
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
cost to build. Porte.-rlelCo., 110
"
West Gold.
NOTARYPUBLIOl
Five-rooFOR SALE
brick. $2,100
Thou. K. D. Maddlson.
less than cost to build; lot thrown
Office
W. B. Chllders.
117
In; must go quick.
Porterrleld West Goldwith
avenue.
Co., 110 West Gold.
FOR SALE Furniture, good us new. Dangers of a Cold and How to Avoid
Range, bedstead, etc. Cheap. InThem.
More fatalities have their nrlrln In
quire nt once. Albuquerque Busior
result from a cold than from any
ness College, Library building.
FOR SALE Majority of slock in es- other cause. This fact alone should
people more careful as there is
tablished mid paying retail busl- - make
. ness.
Incorporated. Owner wishes itno Isdanger whatever from a cold when
properly treated In the beginning.
to leave city. Address No. 1126, For many
years Chamberlain's Cough
Daily Citizen.
Remedy has been recognized as the
PoR SALTS oil TRADFlfteen most prompt and effectual medicine
room house, No. 724 South Second In use for this disease.
acts on na
street for property In California. ture's plan, loosens theIt enncrh. re.
Write John Krick, 431 East Sec- lleves the lungs, opens the secretions
ond street. Long Reach, California. and aids nature in restoring the sysFOR SALE Fourteen-roohouse, tem to a healthy condition. Sold by;
furnished or unfurnished, electric all druggists.
light, city water. 315 S. Third St.
(
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
FOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso- Department of the Interior. Land ON
line engine, 3 horse power, for
rice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
pumping: good ns new; cheap.
December 26, 1906.
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
Notice Is hereby given that Pablo
Edith street
Qa! legos of Belen, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
How to Cure chilblains.
"To enjoy freedom from Chil- five year proof in support of his
Entry No.
blains," writes John Kemp, East Otis-fiel- claim, viz: Homestead
Me., "I apply Bucklen's Arnica 6621. made October 21, 1901, for the
4
Salve.
N.
Have also used it for salt NWVi, Section 2, Township
rheum with excellent results." Guar- Range 3 W, and that said proof will
anteed to cure fever sores. Indolent be made before Jesus Luna. Probate
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on Februbites and skin diseases. 2r.c at all ary 7, 1907.
lie names the following witnesses
drug stores.
to prove his continuous residence upNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
on, and, cultivation of, the land, viz:
Ruperto Jarami'.:?. of Belen, N. M.;
Department of the laterior, United Simon Serna,
of Los Chavez, N. M. ;
States Iand Office.
Pablo Balk-Jos- ,
Los Lunas. N. M.;
Santa Fe, X. M., Dec. 19, 190G.follo- Jesus Jariimlllo ofy Gallego,
of Belen,
Notice is hereby given that the
N. M.
wing-named
"
claimant has filed noMANUEL R. OTERO.
tice of his Intention to make final
Register.
proof in support of his claim under
sections 111 and 17 of toe act of
NURSERY PRODUCTS
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act ot February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
FRUIT
AND
SHADE TREES,
proof will be made before the pro- SHRUBS, VINES AND
FLOWERS.
bate clerk at lxs Lunas, N. M., on BUY OF SOME ONE YOU
KNOW.
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav- N. W. ALGER, 124
SOUTH WALTER
ez de Otero, for the Small Holding STREET.
Claim No. 2&4T. situate in Sec. 36, T.
7 N.. R. 2 B.
a
He names the following witnesses
The Citizen Print Shop Is
adto prove his actual continuous
where you can get the most for f
verse possession of said tract for
your money, we
every- - 0
twenty years next preceding the sur- 4 thing but greenback print
and post- - y
vey of the township, viz:
age stamps. .Either phone.
Francisco Aragou y Ilaca, of Los
f
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
Orona. Quiriuo Samore, of Per-altMEN AND WOMEN.
1

8.

46-4-

m

m

d,

i

(Juil-lerni-

A00

Register.

ud-ic-

mi

r

N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against tho allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaCounsel I'rotti the South.
e son
under the laws and regulations
"I ant to give some valuable
to those who suffer with lame of the interior department why such
back anil kidney trouble," says J. It. proof should not be allowed will ho
Hlankenslilp, of Hec k, Tcnn. "I have givea an opportunity at tho above
proved to an absolute certainty that mentioned time and placo to cross
Electric Bitters will positively cure fxamiue tho witnesses of Baid claimthis distressing condition.
The first ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
bottle gave me great relief and after of that submitted bv claimant.
taking a few more bottles, I was comMANUEL it. OTERO.
Register.
pletely cured; so completely that it
Small HolJIng Claim No. 547.
becomes a pleasure to recommend
this great remedy." Sold under guarGive us your ROUGH DRY work,
antee by all druggists. Trice 60c.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Try a Citizen went avert'semeut. Imperial Laundry Co.
R. OTERO,

M. Ho'nil.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F.St.,
Washington, D. C
Pension,
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
IT V. I. Ilrran
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque. N. M. Office.
First National
Rank building.
E. W. Dohson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
N. W..
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HilOAY, JAM AItV II. lOT.
000 buffaloes within a radius of 200
The last
miles from. Fort Hayes.
herd of buffaloes seen In Kansas, so
Huffalo Jones, of Garden 11 ty, Kan.,
told me, consisted of sixteen animals.
That was in June, 1879.
of
"The wholesale extermination

OW BUFFALOES

WERE ENTER

EVENING

CITIZEN.

MA AND WIFE, BOTH

quadruped
American
the typical
seems almost Incredible to me now,
as I look back at Its real beginning
forty years ago. To be sure, the Indians, soldiers and cattlemen on the
plains had killed buffaloes by the
before
thousands for a generation
1S69. but the natural Increase of the
herds more than equaled the annual
losses.
The building of the Union
Kansas Pacific railroads from the
In the Early History of the and
to
the
Missouri river westward
Sierras created a market value for
West. Told By Eye
huffalo meat, hides, tongues and
bones, and the most remorseless,
Observer.
ceaseless slaughter of wild animals
ever known was begun. From 1S65,
when the railroad construction acNewport New. Vu.. Jim. II. The tivity began, until 1S6!1. ubout 300,000
herd of
efforts mmlc to wurc n
buffaloes were slain. In IS 70 alone
American bison for the Jamestown more than S.tlOli.W.ni were killed in
exposition, recalls to memory some Kansas, Indian Territory and Texas.
very Interesting facts ubout the now Large sheds ut railroad stations, comFhaRgy-heiide- d
extinct
practically
pletely filled with dried buffalo skins,
beasts thHt have been the most typt-c- used to be a common sight at all the
animals.
of American
boom towns of Texas, Kansas, Ne
Ttie study of their brutal und savage braska and the Dakotas. In the 70's.
Interesting.
Is
indeed
obliteration
I
seeing at Cheyenne,
remember
John V. Dunham, one time land Wyo., a t'nlon Paclllc shed 173 feet
cum inlRPioner in Wyoming, and later long, fill feel wide anil 3a feet high,
connected with the Yellowstone Park completely
crowded
with buffalo
commission, lias stated that while hides. Today not a lemnant is seen
a
detachment
military
traveling with
parts
for buffalo
in those same
In IftfiK
from Fort Scott to Fort skins, except an occasional inolh-eat- while
Kansas,
and
lodge, in western
en head of a bull, or a battered,
camplnir on a bank of the Arkansas frayed old cariiage-rob- e
of buffalo
a
by
soldier
river, he was aroused
A few years ago a
skin.
of
upon
a herd
at day break to look
carefully mounted head
lo'T:il(,es movins southward on their of a bigandbison was sold
to a San
Wav lo Texas and Oklahoma for the Francisco museum for 1 4 no.
Some
winter. Mr. Dunham said;
day such a relic will bring double
1
Srt.OnO
'Then- were not less than
I hlrty
years
or triple that price.
linimals In the herd. one who has ago there were tens of thousands of
never He n it, can have no adequate he uds rotting on the plains.
bleu of the wonderful sight presente
plainsman lias
"Many an
ed by so vast a body of black. shaggy groaned ut the bare memory of the
bulks of beasts moving slowly over woeful extravagance
in gathering
the boundless plains. 1 Razed spell- buffalo hides thirty-fiv- e
and more
bound. I had never witnessed such years ago. I urn conservative in say
g
Kven
the ing that many thousands of bisons
scene.
it
loquacious, but sentimental teamsters were killed to get their tongues. As
were Hifent with awe. Mark Twain many more were shot merely to see
has said that the most wonderful them tumble and roll In death
wight he ever saw in this world, was
hide marketed, reprean enormous herd of buffaloes. The sented buffalo
three left to rot. I have seen
earth trembled where we stood, be- thousands of rotting bodies In one
cause of their trampling.
small range, where they had been
'All morning and late in the after- slaughtered for the fun of the thing,
noon the buffaloes were moving
"There are many authentic in
We shot into the rear of stances of stampeding herds,
southward
so that
the herd und got three buffaloes for 3.UO0 or 4,000 would follow a lead
hteaks. About one year later. 1 saw er over a cliff, to fall with broken
another herd which was estimated necks and legs below, where a gang
to contain between r0,n00 and 70.- - of
would slay
murderous hunters
A gang
U0 head, on their travels.
them at their leisure und then skin
tit a dossen or so professional hunt- them. The
common way of skinning
ers had been waiting several days for tile carcasses was to drive a bar of
the herd to approach so that the steel, like a crowbar, through the
beasts might be shot into. With the beast's skull. Then the hide was cut
first shots the herd ptampeded, and about the neck and the full length
of all the noise I ever heard, the of the belly to the tall and down each
bellowing, grunting und pawing of leg to the knee. A steel clamp was
that stupedous mass of brute bone fastened to Jhe hide at the neck and
The a horse was started and the hide was
and llesu beat anything else.
earth shook, the foothills echoed and Jerked away at one tug. 1 remem
with the Hounds from the ber once, where Trinidad, Colo., has
frantic herd. With heads low the since grown up, seeing where sev
tens of thousands
of beasts went
thousand bisons, that had been
thundering down the valley in a con- eral
precipice, had
driven over a 100-fofused mass. We climbed to the high-e- been skinned and tongued. Nothing
point of the hills and watched the but shriveled
great, tawny, dusky mass as it mov- bones remained."llesh and whitened
ed like a swift and sombre avalanche
SMITH D. FRY.
down the grade and out of view.
were
feeding
and
.When the buffaloes
Playing at a watercourse I have fre- SILVER CITY HAS A
quently seen the landscape for miles
in every direction almost wholly
by the animals.
General
MEXICAN 109 YEARS OLD
Custer once told me that he rode for
feedforty miles through a herd of
ing buffaloes In what is now Oklahoma. He thought there were sev- pi:iko mi:i,i:mi. hoi;, in
17H, HAS I.IVF.I) IV TIIUKK
eral thousand in the mnss. I have
heard of men who have ridden twice
CKNTIHIKS AM) IS A Rl-that distance through herd. Huffalo
1!K Altl.i: ItACOXTKl'll.
Bill reported to the war department
as late as 1875 that there were 600,A Silver City correspondent,
writ
ing under date of January 9. says:
Silver City people generally are not
GIANT FOOLING AROUND THE aware of the fuct that in the town
lives a man whose baptismal record
of undoubted authenticity dates back
to the eighteenth century. The name
JEFFRIES BUZZ SAW
of this aged patriarch is Pedro Me
lenuda and he came here from Las
Cruces about two years ago to reside
with his daughter, Sesaria Melenuda
de Garcia, the wife of a Mexican liv
ing on the hill east of town.
The old man makes regular trips to
tow n and may be seen at almost any
time on the streets. Sometimes he
accompanied by a small grand
daughter, but frequently
he goes
His face is furrowed with
alone.
deep lines. He is not over five feet
tall and his eyesight Is so poor that
he has to feel his way along In walk

QUEENS, HAVE ROWS
QUEEN

QUEEN HELENA.

M AUG
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
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for honest advertising.
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Cal Van

Patten, court interpreter
vouches for the truthfulness of th
man's uge, as he secured his buptis
mal record several years ngo w hen
the patriarch was culled as a witness
In a lund grant suit.
In fact. Pedro
has been a star witness in three suits
of this character, and by bis clear
Mrulghtforw ard testimony for them
and wonderful memory has saved
the descendants
of the origin
grantees three land grants In Dona
Ana county.
He was for many years employee.
us u servant in the palace of Jupna
Maria Ponce, viceroy of a province
In Mexico, and he can tell many In
teresting tales of the splendor sur
rounding a vice regal court in Mexl
co in these early days.
Pedro was
liorn In 1 7 is and has lived, there
fore. In three centuries, a distinction
that can be claimed by very few
these later days of the world's bis
tory. He Is In apparent good health

M fa r

seven feet two and one-hainches and challenges Jim Jeffries. That's Roderick It. MaeKen-.ie- .
of Toronto. Canada.
Mac is thirty-twweight 32S and
is proportioned
accordingly.
His
i hullcnge of Jeffries for a
tight is no bluff. Mai can't understand why Jeffries doesn't reply to
his defiance.
The Toronto giant Is reported to
be a skillful boxer and keeps
in
training all the time. He rises at
5 a. m. and takes an hour's exercise
Kvery lay that he
before breakfast.
an, he spends an hour or so putting
the shot and hammer.
MacKenzlrt plays the Scotch and
Irish bagpipe, harp und violin.
He
was a member of the Loudon Highlanders and served In the Hoer war.
lie has appeared before King
by royal command.
The picture Is not MacKeiizie's idea
of a proper ring costume, but shows
him in the uniform of Ills Highland
giuieiit.
.Stands

lf

Fd-wa-

Is u member of the
Kilties band, and has visited Albuquerque on several occasions. While
by the local
I. ere he was entertained
Scotchmen, but he never intimated
be had any hankering whatever for
de prize tight ring

JAPANESE

ARE NOT

IADMITTED

AS CITIZENS

The Jupunese subjects who appli
for citizenship In the United States at
the oflice of the clerk of the United
.States district court ut Kl Paso, hav
been requested by Deputy Geo rge
Oliver to wait until the question f
Japanese naturalization has been set
tied, says the News. The Japanese
come under the classification of the
Mongolian race and therefore are de
priced of the right of becoming lit
Izens of the United States under th
newnaturalization law. It is g
erally understood that a bill nullify
ing this clause so Japs can he give
citizenship will be presented In
gress during the present Session
Until such time as the question
settled. Deputy Oliver will not at
cept the declarations or the appli
cation for final papers of any Jul
who made his declaration under th
old naturalization law.
For any disease of the fckin there I
nothing better than Chamberlain
Salve.
It relieves the Itching and
burning sensation instantly and soon
effects a cure. Sold by all druggists.
-

3000 Pairs Men's)
Fine Shoes .
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ITALY DO II AVi:
SI "I TON.

wish, and
great anger bv the
SC WDAI.Ot S he was driven to

old-tim-

soul-stirrin-

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

nl

fonr-foote-

Tim PIT.

Special 'ol l cspoudence.
Itome. Jan. 11. Scandalous stories
are being revealed in liome of fam
ily quarrels in
the Italian royal
household between the king, his wife
and his mother.
The disputes are
carried on in public, and the three
rulers are acting Just
as If they were Ilillingsgate
blue-blood-

The initial cause of the trouble Is
Jealousy between the Dowager Queen
Margherita, mother of King Victor,
and Queen Helena, the king's wife.
Disputes began almost immediately
after the death of King Humbert.
Hardly had the monarch been laid
in his grave whe i the new- king.
urged by his wife, announced to his
mother that she should leave Home
for a time, In order to let the lime
light play exclusively on himself and
his wife. There was a violent scene.
and Margherita declined to get out.
Victor Is a little man, very pomp
ous and arrogant, and struts about
like a turkey fattened for Christmas.
He thought that when he became
-

deliance of his mother.
Queen ftlargherilu Is much more
attractive than Queen Helena. and
knows the art of gaining popularity,
which has not been learned by Helena, who is a backwooder princess
from Montenegro. Margherita has
style and eiiic. whicTi Helena has
not, and Helena Is consequently over
whelmed with Jealousy. She believes
her mother-in-lahas set out with
the deliberate Intention of making
It as disagreeable In Roman royal
circles for her as possible.
When Margherita permitted
the
announcement to be made several
months ago that she Intended tour
ing America In an automobile. Victor
and Helena were furiously angry
The dowager queen quite outdistanc
ed her son and daughter-in-lain
getting her name Into the foreign
papers, and hundreds of press notices
were received in the royal house
hold about Margherita while the il
lustrated periodicals published in
numerable pictures of her. This was
very bitter to Helena, w ho Is reported
to have made a remark about her
August mother-in-lacheap
and
actresses that led to a royal chewing match.
w

BATTLE OF CULEBRA

In
III

--

Ifipsfaiyl

xv
Will, CHAPLIN

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care- fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

121 RAILROAD AVE.

SINGLE EXAMPLE OF THE

corxTV ArniTou who

gets

I

Clifton likewise held to her guns
the potato musher and the pan. People in the neighborhood went visiting. Chief Engineer Stevens, on his
veranda, stirred uneasily.
And still the contest waged. Mrs.
Harcus used other records, each for
an hour or so. At noon Miss Clifton ate her lunch with one hand
hitting away ut the dishpati. Mrs.
Harcus ate no lunch. At 1 o'clock
Miss Clifton, exhausted, hailed a passing negro boy whom she hired to
heat the pan, paying him 10 cents an
hour. At ,i:30 p. tn. Chief Engineer
Stevens was askeil to Interfere.
Stevens called a policeman. "The
noise must stop," he said.
"Hut which noise?" asked the of-

Cleveland. O., Jan. 8. Ohio, the
inhabitants of which coimlder themselves one of the inoHt enlightened
conimuiiltlen In the world, have Just
been edltled by the announcement
that the aalary of juxt one of Its
county auditors fur 1906 was $113,-6more than twice that of the
lireKiilenl of the United Mates.
This auditor is It. C. Wright, of
Cuyahoga county. He went Into oflice In October, 1902, since which
0,

ficer.

Whenever a sore or ulcer refuses to heal, it is a sure siti of a diseasei
condition of the blood. The sore itself is simply an outside evidence o
some interna! poison, and the only way to cure it is to remove the deej
underlying cause. Sores and Ulcers originate usually from a retention ir
the system of bodily waste matters and impurities. These should pass of
through the natural avenues of waste, but because of a sluggish, condition o:
the different members they are retained la the system to be taken up by tht
blood. This vital fluid soon becomes unhealthy or diseased, and tht
skin gives way in some weak place and a Sore or Ulcer in formed. The con
stant drainage of impurities through a sore causes it to fester, grow red anc
inflamed and eat ileejKT into the surrounding flesh, and often there is seven
pain and some discharge. S. S. S. is the remedy for Sores and Ulcer
It is nature's blood purifier, made entirelj
of vegetable matter, known to be specific;

for all blood diseases and disorders. S. S. S
goes down to the very Ixjttom of tht
trouble, and removes the poison ami iiu
pure matter, so that the sore is no lungei
PURELY VEGETABLE
fed with iuiputities, but is nourished am
cleansed with a stream of healthy, ricl
blood. Then the place begins to heal, new flesh is formed, the in Ham ma
tion subsides, and when S. S. S. has thoroughly cleansed the circulation th
place heals permanently. Special Isiok on Sores and Ulcers and any tuedie
advice desired will lie sent free to all who write
THt SWIfT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

I

FAYWOOD,

I

New Mexico

FIRST

8ea Santa Ft Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.
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EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INTERNAL POISON

I
DNEY AILM1NTS.
CURES DIABETES.

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

BullfUJiS-

tle
Take Hall's Family Pills for

CHROKDC UICE&S

CURES

. MALL, Proprietor
Ore, Coal and bmmka
Iron and Br mi
Cara;
Palloya, Orada Bara. Babbit Metal; Colamaa aad lr

gen-uln-

& Co.

Hot

RELIEVES PAin.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

EASY TO REACH.

R.

Bware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the
whole system when entering it through
Hurh articles
surfaces.
the mucous

Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers,
portlers. 117 Gold avenue. Borradaile

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Albuquerque

Stevens rellected. Then finally
"The law
"The pun noise," he said
recognizes the other us music. IX't
the phonograph play."
And thus ended the baltle.

should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as
the damage they will do is ten fold to
the good you can possibly derive from
them. Hall s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
hy F. J. Chcnney & Co., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. In buying Hull's
I'aturrh Cure be sure you get the
It is taken internally and made
in Toledo. Ohio by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by druggists. Price, 7Sc. per Pot-

Faywood

Springs

YEARS.

e

Illll1liniumiu

All Other Shoes at 10

SHOE STORE

$113,000 IN FEES IX ONE VEAIt
QL'AUTEK MILLION IN TOim

Special Correspondence.
Panama. Jan. 11. It was u hard
fought battle, and the phonograph
won.
Two women are down with
but that, of
nervous prostration,
course, is a mere detail.
The battle ground was Culebra.
On plaza two Is house 920. On the
upper floor are the apartments re
spectively of Miss Clifton, a copyist.
and the Harcus family. Miss Clifton
rejoiced wilh Mrs. Harcus when the
Hut after the
phonograph came.
twenty records had given forth their
best a few twenties of times Miss
Clifton iis. enthoiasni
Clifton, awaking
Sunday,
MIm
early, remembered the new book that
had Just come from the states. Hy
7:30 she had settled herself comfortably and was deep in the book
a
And then, with something like
cough and something like a whir,
the phonograph next door was off
again. Miss Clifton laid her book
down wearily She thought of going
for a walk, then avowed to herself
that she would not be driven from
her home.
Iler features relaxed into a sweet,
womanly smile, terrible to see. And
soon, while the phonograph whirred
out the world's famous airs, there
came from the adjoining apartment
the bang. bung, bang accompaniment
of Miss Clifton, a potato masher und
one of the dishpans.
At tlrst Mrs. Harcus didn't understand. When she did. she smiled us
her friend hail smiled before her.
And the record became one with a
chorus something like this:
"The only way I can figure it out.
Is nothing from nothing leaves you."
For three straight hours Mrs. Harcus played the "Nobody" pong. Miss
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(Hy Victor SI. Hughes.)
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The Elite Restaurant
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Me&ls 25cts.
1 20 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.

WiUUIIT.

drawn In compensation
This is nearly a quarter of a nffcllion dollars for five
years of light office work, which
need not engage him seriously for
more than two hours a day. This
has been made possible under Ohio's
fee system.
Is
The excessive remuneration
made more apparent when it Is
known that In the last year Wright's
office force of elglUen clerks cost
only 24.349. His pay is live times
that of his dozen and a halt employes.
They average about $1,350 a
year.
"It Is all wrong," says Wright. "I
did not earn the money by labor,
but because of the system that gives
officials a chance to take big amounts
from the public. I am opposed to
the system, but as long as the money
Is mine by the law I will take It."
Wright's salary for one year equals
the salary of all these state officials
together: (iovernor, treasurer, secretary, auditor, attorney general, three
board of works members, school commissioner, food Judges, labor commissioner, factory inspector, mine Inspector, examiner of engineers, Insurance commissioner, supervisor of
public printing, three railroad commissioners, oil inspector and state
librarian.
Iiiih
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COMING

EVENTS

I24",,"sx.43.

January
Miss Claude Albright
In grand opera sketches at Elks' opera house, under auspices of St.
John's Kplscopal church.
January IS. Murry and Mack, in
comic opera.
January 28 Paul Clilmore, ia Yale.
February 1 King
Richard,
the
Third, by John Grffith.
4
Hoyt'a Comedy ComFebruary
pany.
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Boy.
February 9 Oreston Clarke.
by
February 11 Julias
Caesar
Charles Hanford.
March 14 The County Chairman.
Ttiiu la the banaer performance of
the season.
11

The (.rip.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
SIM
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
S6JO

WOOD
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND U.75

John

S.

502 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher

with Headquarters for Low Prices
'llefore we ran
others, we must have suffered ourselves. No one ran realize the suf- on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
fering attendant upon an attack of
tile grip, unless he has l.ud th,; actual Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
experience. There is probably no disease that causes so much physical and
408 Wist Railroad Avanma
mental agony, or which so successfully detles medical ai l. All danger
from the grip, however, may be avoidThe Citizen Print Shop Is
of Chambered by the prompt
Among the a where you can get the moat for a,
lain's Cough Remedy.
IMI.ES ( l lti:i IX 6 TO II IYS. tens of thousands who have Used this a your money. We print every- I'AZO OINTMENT U guaranteed remedy, not one case lias ever been a thing but greenbacks
and post- - e)
to cure any case of Itching,
Illlnd, reported that ha-- s resulted in pneuage
stamps.
Either
prion.
6
In
I'rotudlng
Uleeding or
Files
tj monia or that has not recovered. For
DOc.
a
14 day or money refunded.
sale by all druggisu.
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ployed poor ft Kngland. Hut In spite of his changed
condition, both In finances and position, John Hurns has
not changed. He lives In the same plain little working-man'- s
CHURCH, CLUB AND
Tubllshrd Pally and Weekly.
home and to his old comrades Is still "Joht."
SOCIAL MEETINGS
At night he wanders Into the haunts of the very poor,
By The Citizen Publishing Company
he talks with the outcasts of soclelty, the hungry and
the vast army of the unemployed. In no other city In
V. T. MrCKKUillT,
W. 8. KnilCHUXI,
A business meeting of the Ladies of
any other country In the world Is the problem of the unBusiness Manager.
Prenldent.
employed so ncute; nowhere else Is there such destitu- the Woodman's Circle was held this
tion, nowhere else Is there so much abject poverty as In afternoon at the Flks lodge room.
o
this greatest and richest city of the world.
PROGRESS OF HUMAN LIFE
The regular meeting of the Woman's
Temperance
Union was held
lir. MeGop, .f St. nuK In a pnper l before the
this afternoon at the residence of
MCOC0OC00
American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Mrs.
Houghton.
ifwntly. save a theerfiil message and added to the litWHAT THE YOUNG WOMAN
The members of the Albuquerque
erature of the "race suicide" discussion. Dr. MrOee says
FOUND AT HER BACK
Mandolin club are requested to meet
thr race suicide cry Is a fulse alarm.
this evening at 7:30 o'clock at the
He taken sldfs with the
residence of Mrs. Cook, 112 South
chumplons. Putting his theory now generally accepted
Uroadway. C. A. Wright, director.
Into the terms of ratio, he says the num- I saw her go shopping iu stylish attire.
by wlentlsts
And she felt
Rert M. Casley. assistant manager
ber fif any tyiwi varies inversely with the life of the type.
Of her belt
for the Capitol Life Insurance comIt lives a
The eagle Is long-liveTo Illustrate:
pany of Denver for Northern New
At the back.
hundred years. It lays hut few eggs. The shad, on the
Mexico, has returned from a business
other hand, lives but a few weeks and It lays millions Her walk was ns free as a springy steel wire,
trip to Denver.
nature sees to It And many a rubberneck turned to admire,
rf egg". So, when men are long-live- d
0
As she felt
that they have fewer children. "In America the average
Installation of officers Is on the
of her belt
program for the meeting of the Lalength of life haa Increased, and therefore nature has
At the back.
dles of the Woodman's Circle, to be
rrduccd the number of children." A hundred years ago
I saw her at church as she entered her pew ;
held tonight at 7:30 o'clock In the
Jo this country the average length of life was twenty-fiv- e
Flks' lodge rooms. All members and
;
And she felt
years. Hesldes, says th;s
now It Is twenty-nin- e
their husbands should be present.
of her belt
doctor of science: The "yellow streak" In human naAt the back.
ture the tendency Inward disease and vice Is gradualThe Woman's club held one of its
ly dlng out. We are growing saner. We are growing She had on a skirt that was rustly and new,
Interesting meetings this afternoon
And didn't quite know what the fastenings might do.
under the direction of the literary dehrultliler In body, soul and mind.
partment.
So she felt
The meeting was held at
To the question which naturally occurs: Is not the
an earlier hour than usual In order
.Of her belt
Klruggles for existence Browing keener all the time?
to permit of the transaction of rouAt the back.
Jmf. MctJee answers: Yes. but the struggle Is not Browtine business.
prayer
was
said;
fidgeted
the
first
while
round
To
power
She
struggle."
to
ing severer "any faster than the
a
was
hymn
read
learn that in this country life Is becoming longer and She fumbled about while the first
At a meeting of the
Rernallllo
Oh, she felt
County Medical Society held Wednesbetter and more worth llvlnlg Is worth while. Hut there
Of her belt
day evening it is understood that the
It Is good to know that,
in another side to the matter.
'
At the back.
members present selected four names,
if the struggle to live is to be harder for our children
and Uovernor Hagcrman will be retban it was for us, that they are to have greater power Jack told her one night that he loved her like mad;
quested to appoint one of the four as
And she felt
for striving.
this city's representative on the terOf
belt
her
restatement
cruel,
only
Is
but
of
all,
a
This, after
the
ritorial medical board. Why not substrug-gAt
the back.
tifcessary, law of the survival of the fittest. If the
i
mit the names of the entire county
Is to be keener than ever, what of those who are not She didn't look sorry, she didn't look glad
medical board to the governor?
Will not the weaker She looked like she thought. "Well, that wasn't so bad."
Mrn with the stronger power?
O
Mr. und Mrs. Mayr.nrd Ounsul enAnd she felt
mtffer then more than now ? In other words, in spite
tertained a few intimate friends Inst
of her belt
cf the scientific Improvement of the race of men there
night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. W. II.
.
111
At the back.
never come a day on this earth when something
Cheatham, who were guests ut the
more than science will not he needed. There always will Rut well. I don't think 'twas a great deal of harm.
Ounsul home. Those present were:
fce scope for mercy and charity and helpfulness, as now. For what should the maiden have found but an arm, Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Chadbourne, Mr.
When she felt
Klne that which we call "character" will not be possible.
and Mrs. John Lee Clark, the Misses
For her belt
Wllley, Samuel I'ickard and Dr. K. J.
Alger. Mr. and Mrs. Cheatham left
At the back.
OUR WATER PROSPECTS
on the limited today for California.
S. W. (lilliam in I's Angeles Herald.
Issued from Santa Fe and dated yesterday, Is un
Mr. and Mrs. James Eakin are eninteresting snowfall bulletin, in which the people of this
joying a visit from Mrs. Ka kin's
passvalley
a
have more than
and the lower Rio flrande
brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs.
ENGLAND'S IDEA OF THE
ing; interest, since on the winter snowfall depends the
Dunham, who are here from Los
Angeles, California. Mr. Dunham Is
aubaequent summer's Irrigation supply.
The bulletin,
ANARCHISTIC ELEMENT
the owner of four mining claims at
No. 1, 1907, says:
new camp of Cracker Jack, which
The snowfall during October averaged nearly live tXXXJXXXX0O0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)t the
Is a rival to Bull Frog and Tonapah
inches for the territory as a whole, although It was
several other of the many new
There are prohnbly 10,000 anarchists resolute, un- and
Mstly confined to the northern stations, and to the
Mushroom camps of Nevada.
Ills'
tiiglier mountainous districts.
During November the compromising enemies of rule In I,ondon today. No claims embrace an ore body vurlng
average fall was seven and nine-tentInches, the other capital in the world has such an aggregation of from twenty to four hundred
feet
wide and running from 4 to 30 per
greater portion of which occurred over the eastern and
Continental nations, with the possible ex- cent copper. He says
scoundrels.
that the
nouthern counties, while during December the fall was
and Senator Clark and sevipenerally light, averaging less than five Inches for the ception of Switzerland, will not tolerate them.
op"An anarchist Is a madman." That Is the opinion eral other of the largest copper
territory.
bought
In the world have
erators
Nearly a month of comparatively warm weather of John Sweeney, who for tireless years waged such heavily in the Cracker Jack district
elapsed between the first general snow storm and that of war as the law permits in our tight little Island upon In the past few months.
Kovember, and like conditions existed before the storm
und bomb throwers.
vt the last of December, that of the first of December bobm makers
There Is nothing picturesque about the personality
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
being mostly rain
Thus all the lower levels, valleys
melanchoHe Is not the raven-lockethe anarchist.
and plains lost their snow In each instance before more of
swarthy-skinne- d
ly-eyed,
creature of the popular
emme. and at the close of December little remained in
The following quotations were refancy,
He Is just simply a ceived
conceit.
novelist's
and
the
by F.
& Co.,
brokers,
the southern or central counties, or over the lower levels madman, and a madman of the most
dangerous und over their ownGrafprivate wires from
in the northeren counties. This snowfall, however, has
associ- New York, room 37, Barnett BuildEnglishmen
type.
are
who
revolting
few
There
mostly been absorbed, moisture Is abundant and streams
The ma- ing:
ate themselves with aggressive anarchism.
re flowing freely.
Spanish,
some
German
Italian;
French,
jority
ure
are
The higher levels and mountain districts of southNew York Stocks.
ern Colorado and northern New Mexico, at the headwat- and American.
,
134H
eloquent and American Sugar
It Is a remarkuble fact that the-noer of the San Juan. Animas and Rio flrande, generally
Amalganiutd Copper
119
report a good depth of snow which is evenly distributed, prolific speakers at anarchist councils are themselves American Smelters
1514
least to be feared. The tongue is an excellent Amrelcan Car Foundry
44
and that la about the same as last year. It is, however, the
sayer
doer,
is
rarely
it
sefety
valve.
himself
The
the
106
mther loose, and not so well drifted and packed into tht is the gloomy, silent, morose man who strikes. He is Atchison, common
283 V
Anaconda
deep canyons and timber belts as it was last year. In
orator.
119
of the
Haltimore and Ohio
the central and southwest mountain districts the precip- the tool
S0
Karly In September of 1901, a woman declaimed Brooklyn Kapld Transit
itation has been largely rain so that the stored depth of
190
governors Canadian Faciflc
now. even on the higher mountains. Is not great, as a vehemently iu New York against the sins of mild-eye- d
55
Colorado Fuel
upon royal heads. A
rule. And, while moisture is abundant, due to generous and poured invectivesanger
17 Vi
by Chicago Ureal Western
was
sharply
youth
fanned
with
listened
that
rains, the need of more snow is apparent. The eastern
Frie common
4214
unquenchable
Into
abuse
and
whirlwind
hotter
this
of
143
Louisville and Nashville
dope generally has had rather light snowfall in the
S8 4
liigtaer districts and the stored depth is small; greater, fire. Leon Czolgosz went from the meeting with mur- Missouri Pacllic
McKinley,
Mexican Central
!6Vi
however, near the Colorado line than on the lower der in his heart. A few days later William
73
Lead
reaches of the Sangre de Crlsto. In the Capitan and president of the t'nited States, was assassinated by this National
New York Central
132',j
Hacramento mountains the depths are also much less same Czolgos..
159"
Pacific
"Silence these speakers," says Mr. Sweeney, "and Northern
than last year and the outlook is not encouraging, al.V. V Kites
20
though soil moisture is abundant and the water supply you have dealt a staggering blow at anarchy. I would Chicago North Western
201
himany
penal
proclaim
offense
It
to
a
one
make
for
good
is
at present.
Ontario and Western
45'i
self an anarchist or to preach anarchism.
Till you Pennsylvania
136
do this, and until you treat your anarchist as a dan1.1ii
Heading common
AMERICANS IN JAPAN
gerous and Irresponsible fellow, no measures can in- Hock Island common
-,')4 4
The New York Herald on December 30th printed t sure the safety of royal and other highly placed per- Si. Paul
92
Southern
I'aeillc
-- letter from an American citizen doing business
sonages."
in Japan,
31
Railway
The wink of these madmen Is constantly going on. Southern
iu which he mentioned some of the drawbacks experi179
t'nion Pacific
enced by himself and other foreigners in that country. Some of them are under the lynx eyes of a Scotland I". S. S. coin
4S
Among other things, he stated: Americans ore not al- Yard man. Others have managed to keep their secret, I'. S. S. pfd
106
lowed to own real properly in Japan; they are only priv- and it will only be known when a terrible catastrophe Greene Con
30 Ti
Copper Kauge
ileged' to buy a certain class of securities; they cannot startles the world.
t0
In one of the
204
of Fast Lonu 'i is a little Shannon
hold Japanese on certain sorts of mortgages; they are
117
not allowed to attend Japanese schools, old or young; stationer's shop. It looks innocent enough. The neigh- North llutte
M
Domonion
they are only permitted to reside in certain sections set bors can buy their newspapers there or their note paper Old
Xlplssing .. . .
13
susaside for them; they are not permitted to sail in a pri- or their bottle of ink. Little does the passer-b- y
Tamarack ..
159
vate pleasure boat; they cannot leave a treaty port with- pect that under the" hoards on which he stands to be Santa Fe Copper
6 '4
out a permit, and it Is next to impossible to obtain one; served a small hand printing press Is silently throw- Calumet and Arizona
179
they cannot enter any port of Japan (except the regular ing off reams of seditious literature in every continen- May cotton ,
Ifl.ss
open ports) from the water front; at the theaters they tal language. Yet It is so; and, what is more, the poKansas City Live Stock.
are charged more than double what Japanese pay fi r lice know of it and are powerless to Interfere.
Kansas City, Jan. 11. Cnttle reIt has been stated that bombs are not made iu
the same accommodations, and hotel charges are on a
including 200 southerns.
daillar busts; they cannot obtain Justice n the lower Kiigland. This unfortunately Is not true. Scotland ceipts 2,000.
steady. Native steers $4.0Ku
courts, every case in which a foreigner Is Involved mu.--t Yard Is even now searching for a secret factory, the Market
6.00; southern
steers
$3.25 (i 5.00;
he carried up before Justice Is given; they pay double existence of which has been more than suspected. It southern cows $2.00fr 3.75; native
Is likely that a group of men. busily engaged in tilling cows ami heifers $2.25 (if 5.00 ; souththe rate of taxes paid by Japanese.
The Kun Francisco Chronicle knows that most of Iron cartridges with picric acid and fitting on fulminate ern cows $2.00 3.75; stockers and
these assertions are true; they probably are all true. Is of mercury detonators, will one day be surprised In the feeders $3.00(fi) 4.75; bulls $3.00'a)
4.40; calves $3.25 (if 7.50; western fed
It worthy the manhood of the country, If we are so dis- midst of their deadly work.
Tile police are active and untiring; but they are steers $3.75 ii 5.50; western led cows
criminated against, that we should get a nervous 111
whenever a Japanese claims that an Injustice lias been handicapped by the Weakness of the law. When they $2.504.25.
Sheep receipts 4000, market steady.
lone him? Would it not be more to the purpose If we suspect that I reasonable Intrigue is on the way and Muttons $4. 75415.75; lambs IS.7','a
stood up like men and demanded that as liberal treat- wish to keep In touch with the movements of uggres-siv- e 7.60; range wethers $4.501 6.r,0; fed
ment be accorded t.. Americans as we accord I.. Japanarchists. I !.-have to make irregular entry ew es $4.00 'Ij 5. GO.
on a flimsy and convenient pretext.
anese ?
U was by some
lilmgo UvcstiM-k- .
such means thai the wholesale manufacture of bombs
Chicago, Jan. 11. Cuttle receipts
at Walsall was discovered.
NO APPEAL POSSIBLE
5,0(10, Market steady. Ueeves $4.15fi
Tin- - raid on these surreptious workers was made
5.70; cow s and heifers
$1.55 it 5.25 ;
All the talk of the disgruntled Morning All. i niulli. under the direction of Mr. Sweeney, w ho
secured the
and feeders $2.65 r 4.H5 ;
about taking an appeal from the derision of the terri- conviction of four or live desperate men, who after- stockers
Texans. $3.7 5 4.50; calves $6. 006
torial supreme court to the- - Coiled Slates supreme court, ward served long terms of penal servitude.
6.50.
in the matter of rtcrni decisions as to the proper occuAn expert in explosives told me that anarchists
Sheep receipts N00O. market steady.
pancy of certain 1'erimllllo county ottlces, is the merest obtain posts in liritisli explosive
5.60;
lambs
tl.Kii'ii
They are thus Sheep J t
works.
rot on the purt of the young saplieails employed on the able to secure entrance into the "danger zones." and
morning contorti mist. Kvery lawyer knows that such there are able to see some of the process of manufacProduce Market.
appeal is impossible, an. the .itoresaid saplieails would ture.
Chicago, Jan. 11. Closing quotaalao know it. were ii
for such sapln-udto know
"There are scleral methods of making bombs," tions:
anything at all.
he said
'Once nitroglycerin was used exclusively as
Wheat May 76 i; July 76 Vi.
Here Is the cllali'is of the Coiled Slates supreme a charge. A mixture of nitric acid, sulphuric acid, und
Corn May und July 43 (if ;.
eourt decision in the case of Albright vs. Territory of glycerin makes a strong explosive, and when combined
July 38flfV4.
Outs May
Kew Mexico ex I'd Sandoval.
Pork May $16.42V4; July $16.60.
t'nited Slates Keports. Willi wood liber it is fairly cafe. Rut there is always
page :
Lard -- May $!i.45: July $9.47 H
the danger of concussion and of explosion at high tem50.
"In the pi oc. i tlinus in quo warranto in tliic case the perature.
Kil.s May $.iii; July $.12'i;.
alleged usurpation of the oilier is the mailer in dispute,
"The hiuh explosive generally used by anarchists
and the liability to line on judgment of ouster or the is picric add. This is the principal Ingredient of the
Money Market.
effect of the judgment in a subsequent action to recover Fnglish lyddite and the French melinite. It is also
New Yolk, Jan. 11. Prime merfor the emoluments of the oilice does not make that mat- used in tin- manufacture of the Japanese shimose, cantile paper 1i'ii6,i.; silver es'ic;
ter measurable by some sum or aliie in money, ami an which was so effective during the
e
war. motcy on call firm 4i5'j per cent.
appeal to this court will not lie from the supremo court Picric acid
a yellow crystal, and Is a constituent of
Metal Market.
of a territory undn either section f u,,. ,,,-- ,,f March '! several dyes
Jt can easily he obtained, uk.i1 can be
New York. Jan. 11. Copper lirm,
IfckG, c J55 "
carried in an ordinary bottle.
2.".; lead steady 61(6.30.
2 4.
"There are also compounds of ammonia which,
Not many year aim. siys an exchange, J ltn Hums, however, are veiy volatile and difficult to keep in inn- SiH'lter.
labor leader of Knglaiid, was turned out of St. Jumes llll loll.
St. Louis, Jan. 11. Spelter steady,
rk, which adjoins lim kiugham palace, because he
"Ill el cry case a Very small Vessel Is necessarv $6.65 'i( 6.70.
wore corduroy breeches. Today lie is a member of tli? for a bomb.
Some that were used In si
St. 1otiis Wool Market.
ministry and parliament has Just placed in his hands one were about the size of an ordinary ink bottle London
St. Louis Jan. 11. Wool steady:
million dollars lo expend for the benefit of the unem Fx press.
unchanged.
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F. H. STRONG
General House

Furnishings..
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wmm

We have started a general
campaign for increased business. Our business was
d
more in 1906 than in
1905, and we want it one-hamore in 1907. We have
the goods. We have the
prices. We want the business. We will be pleased to
show you through our large
stock and convince you that
our price are the lowest
one-thir-

lf

salt
r

i

ij

w

Crockery,

Furniture,

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

SOLOMON

Draperies

Rugs,

Glassware,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

LUNA,

For the
Best Line of

vxxxxxxcoxxxxxxooooooxxxx

in Albuquerque
See Ours
0

breaking in

ts

Cnu. Mellnl, Secretary
Treasurer.

O. BachechI,

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.
WHOLKBALK DMALKR IN

.i. i

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

with the foot"

The flexible sole Red Cross
able from

In stock to outfit
kpmosttrtryihlng
fastidious bar eomploto

5r

The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
;vils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
;nables a woman to be on her
;eet for hours at a time with

thafs

p

absolutely
comfortable

7,

OVALS
m.

HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,

Cheap,

Arm
N: Si,

Economical.
The Albuquerque

KiJ Om

Fatcnl Cult Bluckirt

Gas, Electric Light

$4.00

and Power Co.

Dxfords,
$3. So and $.1.00
High Shoes,

Corner
Gold

$4.00 and $j.co
Let us fit you
SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
West Railroad Ave.

Fourth and
Avenue

Rhone Red 98
( Ei ghty-- f ive Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

121

Albuquerque

I

Humphrey

comfort.
A stylish
shoe

tbo

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. t.
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Luls Hunter, T. J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article
received by us from the best Vineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat e. Call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trie List.
Issued to dealers only.

Shoe is comfort
the start.

CoRCfdrd today le be the best in the werld

New Mexico

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

WHITvSON
MUSIC CO.
(Established 1882.)
Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

frm

I

pus-ilil-

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Giomi, vice President.

needed

glib-tongu-

X

mTlrSi

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

.......

1

Iff KiS- --'

ment plan.
116 South Second street.

s

Albuquerque, New Mexloo.

36;

Russo-Japanes-

i

'.'I

J. F. PALMER

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

'"'"'HIT
THEY ALWAYS

GO TOGETHER

liapiiy j.urse ami a good, nourishing
loaf of IIuIUiik'm delirious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suffer.
It is more economical than baking at
home, und you get palatable and
wholesome eating; without cooking at
less cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our llntlor t 'renin. It Is
a meal for the Gods.

a.

PIONEER BAKERY,

mourn

niter erRtmi,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phones.

000iau
i
The St. Elmo
Finest Whiskies

JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

k0tkfeOikOOOOiOi

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

IQ

SAMPLE AND

CLUB ROOM 8

AOMOsHOMilCIB

JAM

aXBCQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

AKY 11.

HUM

WHAT FRANK A.

when the message arrived conveying
Don't forget that basket ball game
to her the sad news of the death of this evening at the Casino.
25c adher brother. Many friends here sym- mission. Game railed at 8 p. m.
pathize with the bereaved Albuquerque sister In her snd affliction.
IOOK AT OIU WINDOW: THEN
COME 1
WE AVI Mi
VOU. I REMPENICII.
"FAULT FINDER" CAUGHT

LITTLE FALLACIES
OF HUMANJUD6MENT

SAW III HIS RECENT TRIP
Among the Feeding Pens of Colorado's
Most Noted Stock Fattening Sections.

Does a Knot on a Tree Move
Up With the Passing
Years?
HOW CALF CHOKED TO DEATH

Explains Why Rain
Lowers the Water In

All of Which

HE WILL MAKE FIRST EXPERIMENT
IN THE SAME LINE IN NEW MEXICO
Frnnk A. Hubbell having returned
from his trip of ten days to the stock-feediof Colorado, The
districts
Kvening Cltlien sent a representative,
yesterday, to learn the things he had
he had
seen and the conclusions
formed.
Ford.
Mr. Hubbell visited Rocky
lenver and Fort Collins. He found
the Colorado farmers enjoying a
high degree of prosperity, because
they have a home market for all of
their surplus products, which they
feed to Btock rather than ship both
the Btock and the feed to some other
place to do the feeding and secure
the profit.
In the Rocky Ford section large
numbers of cattle and sheep are being fed on alfalfa and beet pulp, the
number of head thus fed Increasing
yearly with the extended operations
of those already In the business, and
the additions from the ranks of those
who see and follow.
Fort Collins was one of the most
interesting districts which Mr. Hubbell visited. Here he found alfalfa
and beet lands held at from $150 to
$350 per acre, and difficult to purThe farmers
chase at any price.
raise on an average of twenty tons of
price
contract
per
acre. The
beets
with the sugar factories Is for the
total product at $5 per ton. The cost
of planting, cultivating and delivery
at the mill Is not in excess of $35
per acre. From these ligures it can
be seen that the farmers clear from
No wonder,
$65 to $90 per acre.
then, they hold their lands nt from
$150 to $350 per acre. The farmers
are getting rich, and are showing
their Increased wealth In the betterment of their surroundings and the
more luxurious furnishing of their
homes.
In the Fort Collins district there
are being fed this year, 30.000 head
of cattle, on alfalfa and beet pulp,
and 300,000 head of sheep on alfalfa
and corn, the latter food having to
be shipped In In this feeding of stock
and fattening them Tor marlfet, big
money is being made for both feeders and stock raisers.
Said Mr. Hubbell, I saw no parts
of Colorado In which conditions are
superior. If Indeed they equal, those
In the Rio Grande valley in New
Mexico Between Pen a Hlanca and
Parage, a territory tributary to Albuquerque, 150,000 to 200,000 head
of Bheep, if not more, could be fattened yearly for eastern markets. In
addition, from 20,000 to 30,000 head
of cattle could be prepared for market.
by the New Mexico
Experiment
College of Agriculture have shown
that the sugar beets raised In the Rio
Grande valley are not excelled elsewhere In quantity a;;d i lality. The
l.t.-cto ut
sugar trust could be
up a mill at Albuquerque, if assured
of 5.000 acres planted to beets. Kach
acre would yield, on an average, of 20
tons. These beets would be con

per ton ,or $500,-00- 0
for the crop. This would be the
yearly amount ot money brought Into
this part of the Rio Grande Valley,
and ultimately Into Albuquerque. This
does not Include the money spent
among the mill hands, nor the profit
resulting from the feeding of the beet
pulp to cattle niifl Sheep.
Albuquerque Is worse than sleeping
on her resources.
The Commercial
club and the citizens generally should
The farmers'
take up this matter.
institute already organized should be
pushed to a high degree of effectiveness, for the farmers of the valley
and the merchants of the city are
losing hundreds of thousands of dollars yearly for lack of proper organreization to develop the farming
sources of the Albuquerque section of
the 'Rio Grande valley.
Mr. Hubbell went to Colorado to
study the methods of stock feeding In
that state, having already made up
his mind to engage In this enterprise.
His place down the valley, on the
west side of the river, Is one of the
finest In the territory of New Mexico
This writer recently made a trip
down there. He found stables and
barns which would do no discredit to
Pennsylvania, noted for the finest
stables and barns In America. Mr.
Hubbell Is now engaged In breaking
and leveling some 1400 acres, which
will cost him to level said ground
between $10,00 and $20,000. Within
the next two years he expects to be
harvesting not less than 3,000 tons of
as line nlfulfa as ever grew, and every
pound of It will be fed to his own
sheep and cattle.
He is raising and harvesting at the
present time between 800 ami 1,000
tons, all of which he expects to use
during the coming season in the fattening or sheep. He Is sanguine of a
very large measure of success. The
Evening Citizen records this movement of Mr. Hubbell's with the greater satisfaction, because for the last
two years this paper has been devoting its best efforts to securing just
such an experiment as Mr. Hubbell
Is now preparing to make. That It
will be a success, and the beginning
of a period of constantly Increasing
and developing prosperity for New
Mexico, does not admit of doubt.
one additional thing stated by Mr.
Hubbell Is worthy of careful consideration in this connection. What New
Mexico .most needs, said he, is a modern system of irrigation along all her
water courses. Kspeclally in the Rio
Grande valley is such a system
Only under such modern
system, can the Rio Grande farmers have equal right to use the common waters in proportion to the acreage they are cultivating; for at pres-ne- t.
as all know .there Is a superabundance of politics and favoritism
of community
in the management
ditches, which make it disagreeable
and discouraging to those who would
of
otherwise Invest large amounts
money In our fertile valley lands.
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While sinking a three-inc- h
tubular
well on the property
of F. W.
Spencer, architect, at l.'il South
Walter street, yesterday,
the well
diggers were rather surprised to see
the sand pump disgorge pieces of
bone, the contour of which showed
y
the animal framework to be of
size.
Mr. Spencer has
samples of the bone at his ollice. In
the Bennett building. Other pieces
were turned over to President Tight,
of the New Mexico university, who
declared this morning that the bone
undoubtedly belonged to some prehistoric animal, the species of which
he could not determine on account of
the small size of the specimens.
The bones were disgorged when the
pump was at a depth of eighty-fou- r
feet. It had gone through about five
feet of sanad when the pieces of bone
were coughed up.
Unless someone appears who is sufficiently Interested In science to pay
for the careful and extended excavation of eighty-fou- r
feet of earth to
uncover the remainder of the animal,
the finding of the bone fragments will
be regarded as a closed incident.
Mr.
Spencer announced this morning that
the well was running a fine stream of
water and it would hardly pay him to
dig up the remain. lei of the bones.

Attorney It. F. Hamilton, of Denting, N. M., who passed through the

city last night en route home from
Santa Fe, where he was admitted to
the New Mexico bar, says that the
Windmill City is good enough for
him.
"The town Is in a flourishing condition. The past year has been an exceptionally good one for the stockmen in the vicinity and prospects for
the coming season are encouraging
on account of the recent rains. Raising of live stock Is the principal Incountry
dustry of the surrounding
and the stockmen are well pleased
with the condition of the ranges for
winter grazing.
'During the past year or two nearly all of the land near Deming has
been homesteuded In the hope that
artesian water would be struck.
There is an abundance for domestic
purposes near the surface and it Is
as gooil as the best in the territory.
Willi artesian water for irrigation
the locality would develop into a
great agricultural country.
"Los Angeles capitalists are reported to be negotiating to purchase
the local electric light, waterworks
and telephone plants, and I understand that the deal has about been
completed.
These three concerns
have been under separate management. I don't think that there Is any
but that the negotiations will
doubt
CHANGE IN ALBUQUERgo through."
Attorney Hamilton is a graduate of
University
QUE CARRIAGE COMPANY the law department of the
of Wisconsin.
extra-ordlnara-
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In becoming president and manager of tha Albuquerque Carriage
company, T. C. DeShon purchases the
interests of A. G. Cook and T. J. Pass-morand what interest Ross M.
Merrltt, the secretary and treasurer
of the concern, had in the repair department of the business. Mr. De
are partners
Shon and Mr. Merrit
f the busiin the sales department

DESERVED

SUA

Miss Claude

GAME

TABLES
Round or 9qur

Elks' Opera House

"The Kvening Citizen Is smoking
pnso
It has a 'special' from
regarding
the Increased responsibilities of Immigration
Inspector
Schmucker, which, curious to relate,
appeared In two El Paso papers on
the preceding day." Fault Kinder in
Morning Journal.
That's nothing, the Morning Journal has "special leased wire'' dispatches every day clipped bodily
from the "Almanuc," and the Journal doesn't
like the "Almanac"
either. Also "specials" clipped from
the columns of the El Pnso and other
papers of the southwest and yet thin
great (?) fellow, who sees everything
wrong in his neighbor, but everything
right In himself, thinks It proper to
steal from other papers without even
apologizing In the way of credits for
the thefts.
up.

Are of neat design and handsomely finished. Suitable in
every way to be used In rooms
with the most refined furnish-Inngs- .
Far superior to the
usual leavy, ungainly, nolay
folding tables hat were heretofore the only kind made.

Friday, January 18
THOSE HAPPY BOYS

Murray & Mack

There are always certain fallacies
The Famous Originals
of judgment to which all people are
liable certain mistakes which pracbig company of merit
tically everybody makes.
These are
the things that make life happy for
the catch question humorist.
The
growing tree proposition Is his latest
Chorus of
Girls
vagary.
"Suppose that telephone pole were
Who Can Hng and Dance
a growing tree," was asked of Chief
McMlilln, of the Albuquerque police
force, this morning, as he walked
MORTUARY
down the street with his Interviewer,
Elaborate Scenic and
"how long would It take that knot
which is even with the window to
Christopher Columbus
Kuchannn,
and Electrical Effects
move up a foot?"
an aged negro, died at St. Joseph's
"That would depend upon how fast hospital of tuberculosis last night. He
the tree grows, if it grew a foot a had been a member of the regular
year, it would take a year, of course." army for fifteen years and served In Prices
75c, $1.00, $1.50
said the chief.
the war of the rebellion. The funeral
No Frtc Liit.
Carriages II p. m.
will be held tomorrow afternoon from
Knot Gets No Higher.
with burial at Santa
"That Is where the error occurs." Strong's parlors,
StiU on talc Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 9
responded his questioner. "A branch Barbara cemetery. Father Mandalarl
o'clock at Matton'i Book Store.
on the trunk of a tree never gets any will conduct the services.
higher from the ground, no matter
SPANISH DAXCEIt WEIS
how high the tree grows."
WEALTHY AMLItlCAX
House Roller Rink
"That Is where you are mistaken
New York, Jan. 11. It was an-- j Opera
yourself," said the o!tic.;r. "At my
Iji
today
here
nounced
that
Rdle
old home In Kansas t'ere Is a tre
with a limb that I could J'i.ip and Otero, long a queen of tho Paris
grab years ago. I wss there some stage, has married Rene Webb, an
Spanish
American.
The famous
time ago and I could not nearly touch dancer
tirst met Mr. Webb at ltucuos
that same limb."
Tho marriage took place at,
"Perhaps your jumping nbili'y has Ayres.American
Consulate in Paris and
shrunk with the passing years. The the
limb has not gonj nny higher up the the religious ceremony ut the Madedetree.
You wouldn't trv to tell me leine. Sonorita Otero made her apIn Harcclona, mid her first
that the fences which wen. i ailed to but
in Paris in 1891. She was
the trees on the ol.l i lne-- v.ncn you pearance
years old on Christmas
were a boy were all iuw up in the thirty-eigair as high us the telegrupn vires. day.
'
rar-H- .
4 .sr- Yet that is where they'd bo if the
YOU
I'ltOM
AltE
trees grew in the manner in which
A 1. 1 j FRAUD,
IGNORANCE AM)
you say they do.
:
IMPOSITION IX RUYIMi TEAS IE
Witter (ids turner In Well.
VOU
PACKAGES
Pl'KCHASE
"And right here is where I am reKK OF
M
minded of some faulty reasoning I HEARING &THE TltADE-f
SAXIIOHX.
1'OIXH
diil myself once," said the police of- CHASE
AT
OXI.Y
MAIOY'S.
ficial's interviewer, "livery tim It
J
rained I noticed that 1 had to let tui
liasket ball again this evening, in
an extra foot of rope f r the itieket
'
I
....
.. .
I
1.
1
double-headA. I. S. girls
to reach the water. ( decide
that avs. the U. N. M.game.
girls.
In
addition,
when it rained it lowered the water
AdIn the well.
I preache i this doctrine two boys' teams from the hill.
around the town for several yeats mission, 25c. 8 p. m., at the Casino.
and would have been willing to run
WE HAVE JUST V.M.OAl)EI
10 lo 12. 2.30 to S 30 and 7.30 lo
Sessions
on the issue when an ANOTHER CAR OU FANCY CALIfor
event happened that set me thinking. FORNIA CANNED FUIIT.
. . . 10.30 P. M.
ANY
. . .
"I had a calf tied out with a ropt VARIETY YOU WANT.
.
Good Music and no charge tor instruction.
round its neck. One night it reined
THE MONARCH GROCERY CO.
and the calf died. I determined that
the rain benefited the calf so nui'-that It grew so big in a single .tight
that the rope choked him ;o death.
When the Idea came to me that the
water shrunk the rope instead, 1 had
to reorganize some of my view on
creation.
That explains the water
and well problem.''
"Say, what have you been smoking?" Inquired the officer
"Anything doing in police circle
this morning?"
From 213 West Railroad Ave.
"No; there's not a single victim."
ItinV ltcMrt Travels 1'aslor?
"Which sound would travel
the
faster, the sharp report of a rifle or
the dull thud of a bass drum?" wns
Raynolds' New Building
asked A. II. Stroup. county superintendent of schools.
"Why, according to the books, both
sounds would travel alike, was the
reply, "but
have heard of a ease
where a jury decided that a rifle report traveled faster than the lumbering roar of a shotgun.
"A lawyer defended a man for murIf Vou Want Semelbiiig Good lo Eat do To The
der, and the question was which man
shot tirst. Two shots were heard by
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
witnesses from a distance. The dead
.
man had a shotgun, the accused a
rifle.
The lawyer argued that the
We occupy two larp;
man with the shotgun shot first, but
store rooms with a
the rillo shot reached the ears of the
witnesses first because the sharp,
complete line oi
penetrating report of the rifle traveled
lumbering
STAPLE 1 FANCY GROCroar of the
faster than the
shotgun.
Jury acquitted the
Thi
ERIES, FRESH and SALT
man."
"Now, if you stop to think about
MEATS,
ETC
POULTRY,
It," said the other, "you will realize
that all sounds must travel ut
Best Lucca Olive Oil a
rate. If they did not, a band or
a concert heard at a distance would
Specialty.
be the fiercest jumble
Imaginable.
Prompl delivery lo all parti
Vet at first blush everyone will make
ol the city.
u choice between the rifle and the!
drum."
Ha4W.'--..Not a Natural I .aw.
J
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI
U s the same way with the growth
of a tree. Few people realize that
the growth of a tree upward Is all
In the tip end of its branches, not In
the trunk.
Here Is what Dr. D. H. Carries,
city physician, said about the tree
proposition at the Rorders undertaking establishment this afternoon.
"The fact that the trunk of u tree
Tha telephona preaarvaa yan
Tha telephona makeo tha
does not grow upward has been demonstrated a thousand times.
Rack
health, prolonga your Ufa ana'
dutiea lighter, tha earaa teas,
home we used to have two trees Into
Which we put hooks to swing a hamprotect your home.
and tha worries fawar.
mock. The hooks have grown over
as the tree widened in Its developIN YOUR
HOME
ment, but the hooks have not moved
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
upward one inch. The trunk of the
tree widens, but it does not move
upward. You cun tell the age of a
tree by the layers of growth, there
being u layer for each year of its
growth, but If anyone tells you that
you can drive a nail into the trunk of
a tree and that It will move upward,
Have Your Hand Read by Most Renowned
don't you believe him. It is not the
law of nature."
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Prices Range From $5.00 Up

ALBERT FABER
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THE CONDITION

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Ldscounts . . .
Furniture und Fixtures.,
Iteal Estate
Cash
Due from other Hanks. .

J
usfit

.

er

Building

3

Kite!-.-'-

m--

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

ht

.

$1,003,430.28
5.038.95
13.421.97
117,469.26
367,605.33
$1,508,963.79

.

.1

LIABILITIES
'upitai l'aid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

dog-catch- er

I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STIIICKLER,
V. P. & Cash.

Subscrl'Vd and sworn to before me this 8th day of

January.

.. D. 1907.

K. M. MERRITT,

Notary Public.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

Albuquerque,

150, 000. Ot
59,044.21
1.299.919.6S

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:

French Bakery . .

. .

$

$1,508,963.79

RERJOVAL

1HKKCTOKS.
SOLOMON

New Mexico

J.

C.

LUNA,

DALIMiinnK,

YV.
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DAY

Mme. Le Normand

FROM ClAY CENTER

Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
morning, Mrs

Shack,
This
residing at No. 315 South Third
street, received a telegram
from
I 'lay
Kansas, announcing the
night
of
brother,
last
her
death there
W. fl. Rankin, a well known banker
of that town. The deceased suffered
wltli liright's disease, and was sick
only a short time. He leaves a wife
ami two children, besides Mrs. Shack
andothcr relatives, behind to mourn
his death.
As stated ill The Evening Citizen
yesterday afternoon, Mrs. Shack had
made arrangements to leave last
night for Clay Center, but on account
of the washouts, the trains from the
west being Indefinitely delayed, she
deferred going until OiU morning,
M.

A.

Tells the past present and future. lietinites separated, tell how
to ttain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed In business, speculations, marriage, law suits. locates mineral.

l'Ki:

MOUKIIATE.
KOOM

J.

51

C.

l.i:!

CKNTIt.M. HOTIX.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHEKulAN WILLIAMS PAINT Cover more, looi. best, iMn tb
longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDlNi PAPER Alway lo stock. Plaster. Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIR8T STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUCUERQUC, NEW MtX.

iNI) NIGHT

SCHOOL

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mr. E. MILIKEN, frealdent.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or
AIvarado,"j Cathedral, Commercial

Club

HousehoIdGoods of Every Description

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

NEWS RECIEVED

PER CENT DISCOUNT

AH those purchasing a scholarship In any of our day courses between now and January 1. 1907,wlll receive a 10 per cent discount
from the regular price. Eater at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for it.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENGLISH AND 8PANI3H.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

FE SAO

lias
Albright,
who
gained fame abroad as well us at
home as a vocalist, will sing ut Albu
querque on Friday evening of this
week. Miss Albright as one of New
Mexico's fair and successful daughters will undoubtedly be given uu ovation that will be more sweet to her
ness.
than any received in Paris or in New
T. C. De Shon comes to Albuquerque from Gallup, where he conducted York. New Mexico naturally is proud
a similar business to the Albuquerque of this young woman and her furae,
Carriage company for many years. and as many of Santa Fe's people ai
cun make it possible will be la atHe is a muster blacksmith and ironworker ami a business man of integ- tendance at the concert which will be
given at the Klks' opera house In the
rity, and In his coming to Albuquerque, Gallup loses a good citizen and Duke City, under the auspices of the
ladies of St. John's Guild. New Mexthis city gains one.
Mr. De Shon will be joined by his ican. At Klks" theater tonight.
family the first of next week.
Orders left with New Home BakWe do it right. ROUGH DRY. Im- ery will recei.e prompt attention and
delivery.
perial Laundry Co.
e,

AT HIS OWN

rivit.

Burrowes Feather
Weight Folding

& Co.
Borradaile
117 W. Gold
Ave.

Palmist and Clairvoyant

COMPLIMENT
FROM

a Well.

1

E

rAc;E

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 623 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken.
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK, M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albujueriue, New Mexico.

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the New Year Willi a Greeting to til.
Messrs.

Jones and

Mi

Fall, experienced men Just from the Rell Vernoo

Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
One trial
Yours for 1907,
and ou are our customer.
J1IK MATTIIKW 1IUV CO.
THOMPSON'. JONES and McFALL. Proprietors.

Farms

r.Cit six.

ALBUQUERQUE
ambassador, and this fact givey further evidence of the desire to bring
e
about better relations with an
and now all but fallen foe. One
of the features of the Snndrlngham
festivities was a vaudeville performance, which Included In Its program
the names of more than one nrtor
prominent on the American stage,
other notable gatherings took place
at various seats of the notability and
of that new but very Important class,
"the trade and stock market millionaires."
All In all. It was an unusually happy and festive Christmas
season.

OVER

Dip

THE

Ilotne Ciilc is Delayed.
The removal of Mr. ltryce from
Irelnnd probably disposes of all prospect of a homo rule bill, so far as the
next session of parliament Is conCharacters.
cerned. Mad he remained in charge
of Irish affairs he might have brought
In and secured the passage of an acAPPOINTMENT OF BRYCE
ceptable measure to give the Irish
control of their own affairs.
There
Is a general belief in government
IS FOLLY EXPLAINED quarters that the liberal leaders are
not displeased at the postponement,
feeling that it is just as well to let
the Irish question rest for a while.
Other Items About Merry England This leaves the program for the session somewhat unsettled, but a tax
In the Great Yulctide Season
reform scheme will be taken up und
doubtedly. The
scheme
of the Year.
for the reform of the house of lords
not
to
is
likely
materialize, there beto
ing
as
considerable
doubt
special ( 'itrrespondonro.
Is ready to apwhether
counlty
the
London. Jan. 11. All I
lm Is prove a disturbance of existing condiIn mournliiR for the li':itli
of the tions as to the house of parliament.
H.ironi'ss Huidi'tt-Coul- t.
tli:il
tinure of wnat now seems
Trouble,
Indifference ut
t
be almost an epoch of the past.
conflict between the pope anil
The
Indeed she belonged more to the Vic- the French government, while much
torian period limn any oilier and It discussed,
is viewed calmly, almost
will In- - as a contemporary of the late indifferently,
Here, ns
in England.
queen that she will take her place in in
the Cnlteil States, the Catholic
lirltain's history. Sincerely as her church
exists ,y contributions from
death may he regretted, however. In Its communicants,
receiving no aid
the ranks of the aristocracy, it will of any
sort from the government. It
be felt still more keenly anions the has prospered
remarkably
under
pour, to whom she was probably
Is today In a poKngland's most sympathic and gen- these conditions and
erous dispenser of bounty. With sition of strength greater than at any
since the reformation.
That Its
what wsis almost a fabulous fortune time
has been due In no small
at her command she was always the growth
first to open her purse to the needy, measure to its position of Independespecially In London. Her marriage, ence of the government Is the belief
late in life, did not interfere with her aof clergy and laity alike. Of course,
of finances In
charities and to the last she could be
counted on to (five succor wherever France naturally will be a task both
To educate the
It wan needed. In the lists made up difficult and slow.
by the last Queen Victoria, and the nverage Frenchman to pay what he
present consort
of the sovereign, will regard as a system of extra taxAlexandria, her name was usually ut ation to support his church will tuke
but he will come to It graduthe top of the page with a more than time,
adequate sum opposite it and not the ally. The Frenchman who is religleast of her virtues was that with iously inclined is usually devoted to
It all Khe was most unobtrusive and the institutions' of his religion and
disliked nothing as much ns public may be counted on to do his best for
acknowledgment of her benefactions. It, even If he does vote against Its
candidates for public otllce. Indeed,
well Informed Catholics In London
Why Ilryiv- Was Apixilntcd.
The appointment of James ltryce feel that to remove the church from
as ambassador to the I'nited States politics absolutely, not only In France
Europe,
In succession to Sir Mortimer I Hi ran 0 but elsewhere throughout
Is a topic of discussion
not only would be a benefit to tho church and
throughout the Uritlsh possessions would prevent much of the opposition
but on the continent as well.
That now felt by the radicals and socialists
it was due to a feeling in govern- because of Rome's support of conmental and court circles here that servatism.
Baron von Steraburg, Emperor William's representative at Washington,
was obtaining too much influence is
pot denied. The personal friendship
between President
Roosevelt and
Sternburg with Its resultant cordiality In official relations
has never
been relished by King Edward and
hla advlrers and some move to reestablish British prestige at Washington had been expected in
circles for some time. Ever WANTS PAY FOR
COt I IT IIOI'SE.
since the Spanish war. when England
Contractor
Peter C. Wilson, of
took such a decided stand as the
friend of America, she has counted Clobe. Ariz., has brought suit against
confidentially on the active friend- Gila county, in the district court at
Globe, to secure the sum of $5,394.59.
ship of the great English-speakinor as we like to call it here, Anglo-Saxo- alleged to be due him for services
nation across the sea. Even rendered and money expended on the
the possibility of challenge to such a contract for the erection of the
house of Gila county.
Wilson
state of affairs has been scouted as
absurd and the feelings of Downing last year was awarded the contract
street may be Imagined when word to build the court house, but later
bill was
ws received that this dream was In threw up theby contract. Thesupervisthe board of
a fair way to be shattered by the disallowed
clever German diplomat ulded by his ors and the suit Is the result.
Something akin to
American wife.
dismay followed and the situation DR. SKINNER RETl'RNEH TO
SANTA I E WITH BRIDE.
was regarded Instantly as presenting
a problem of the first importance.
When Dr. W. A. Skinner, veterinDuraud's recall was quickly decided ary Inspector of the bureau of aniupon. The choice of his successor, mal Industry, whose headquarters are
however, was not as easily made. An in Santa Fe. returned to that city
ordinary diplomat, trained In the old ufter a holiday visit at Fort Worth.
ways was out of the question. Whether Texas, he was accoin panted by a
to send a statesman or a scholar, or bride, who up to the time of her marsome English exponent of the strenu- riage to him was Mrs. L. M. Downs.
ous life as exemplified by horsemanThe wedding ceremony was performship, tennis and golf, absurd as it ed on December 29
Fort Worth.
may appear, was really a matter of Dr. und Mrs. Skinnerat have
gone to
serious thought.
The president's housekeeping at 1,10 Manhattan uv"-hun
liking for
Santa Fe.
men Inclined to the opinion that perhaps it would be better to send a Will-- . OF I .ATE REV. i.Y
and arisDEAD AT SANTA EE
tocratic athlete as ambassador, whethAnne E. Gay, widow of the
er he knew diplomacy or not, with lateMrs.
John L. Gay, passed quietly
an able first secretary to attend to awayRev.
the home of her daughter,
serious business, but In the end con Mrs. at
Dora Fletcher, In Santa Fe yeswon
servatism
and the scholar-statesma- n
morning at 2 o'clock In the
was selected. Mr. Roose- terday
year of her age.
velt's expressed admiration for Mr. 91st
Mrs. Gay was born in Ireland In
liryce and the able work by that 1816.
Iter maiden name was Allen
gentleman, shown in his comments on
and she was of the old Irish family
unthe American commonwealth
that name, the distinguished sciendoubtedly played the greatest part in of
and fiction writer. Grant Allen,
the appointment and now It is said tific
being her nephew. She had lived In
with gentle irony In London drawing this
country
her marriage to the
looms that It is Theodore and not Ed- Itev. John L.since
(jay and was a faithward who should sign the new am- ful helpmate to
him in his various
bassador's credentials.
liut the secharges. The aged couple
lection Is popular. Mr. liryce Is ministerial
to Santa Fe ten years ugo
most highly regarded both personal- removed
account of the health of a daughly and for his undeniably great abili- on
ter, who died shortly after coming to
ties and an eclipse of Herman as- that
Since the death of Rev.
cendancy and a complete restoration Gay city. years
ugo, Mrs. Gay had
confidently lived three
is
of British prestige
with her daughter, Mrs. Fletchhoped for.
er. Besides her daughter she leaves
a. son, John
Gay. of Chicago, to
(ld-- l
( liiiliua.
mourn her loss. The time and place
h
Old England enjoyed an
of the funeral services will be anioned Christmas, with real Christina nounced later.
weather, for the first time In yeui
there was snow on the ground, and it Sl'DDEN" DEATH OF
made the country districts beautiful.
MRS. HARRY SMITH.
Every one who had a home in the
Mis. Hurry Smith died suddenly ut
country or a friend who would invite noon on Sunday,
at the residence of
hi in for the duy went to spend the F. H. Gorton, on South Second street,
holiday where the trees and fields between Itlo Grande
and Apache
were white with snow. The city thus avenues, says the Baton
Range.
was deserted, and well It might be Funeral services were held ut 2
very
the
vus
thine that
for the
Metho'clock on Wednesduy, at
beauty of the suburbs was only dirt odist Episcopal church. Rev.theSimiock,
and discomfort in London.
The the retired minister, officiating. Mrs.
snow that falls in the city may be Smith was about 6(1 yeurs of age und
you
find
falls,
as
cannot
but
white
it
had lived here und in this vicinity for
anyone to make affidavit to it. In the the past twenty years. Her husband
streets it is mixed with soot and mud Is a rancher near Yaukee, and when
so quickly that it rapidly becomes a In town they made their home in one
grayish brown slush, distressing to of three houses which they owned
walk in and must unpleasant to the on jouth Second street. Mrs. Smith
eye. But If it served no other pur- cuine to Raton to spend Christmas,
pose, its removal gave employment to but returned to the ranch on account
thousands of the poor and tin- - money of sickness.
During holiday week
thus earned enabled many a poor she cume buck for treatment. She
fellow to five his family a Christmas expired from heart failure while sitdinner they might hae lacked other- ting at a table on Sunday drlnklnt;
wise.
She left no relatives in
beef tea.
At the great estates there were trrt
section beside her husband, almany notable entertainments of house though two bisters reside in Wilkes-barrparties. First of all, naturally, was
Pa.
that of his majesty at Sandringhani.
the place he occupied us Prime of
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT 46.00
Wales and which he seems still to PER TON, GENUINE OAS COKE.
cherish now that he ha mounted the W. H. HAHN A CO.
The king's principal guest
throne.
was Count Beuckendoi ff, the i.us:dii
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Henry Gcoitc, ,lr.)
Jan. II. The Idea or public ownership and perntlon of street
railroads is fast growing In the cities
of Japan.
An example Is seen in the Imperial
government ownership and operation
not only of the steam railroads, but
of the telegraphs and telephones as
well. Osaka is tho only city which
has thus far attempted to build and
operate street railroads under government auspices, and It Is having a
struggle to accomplish the task. But
private ownership elsewhere has not
worked so well as to make the public contented with It.
The Tokio tram lines use the double trolley to save water and other
pipes in the streets from electrolysis.
Their cars are not commodious, and
are rough in finish. But they are ser
viceable and are extremely well
patronized. They carried more than
li.ooo.ooo passengers last year and
averaged more than nine per cent
dividends, notwithstanding that their
fare was only 1U rents of our money.
wnat is more, they had the stipulation fixed in their charters that this
fare could he further reduced by the
government authorities should public interest so require.
Tills low fare Is general In Japan.
So that the three-cen- t
fare proposed
by the mayor of Cleveland, Tom I,.
Johnson, for our street railroads may.
by the Japanese experience, be seen
to be rational and conservative.
St reel Cur Biol
Early last year the three big Toklo
tram companies concluded to combine. They applied for permission to
do so. saying that they could save
money in operation thereby. They
further applied for permission to ask
half a cent more fare, for which they
proposed in return to give transfers
between the lines.
The public officials consented to
this, but the traveling public objected to the increased fare, small though
it was, and, the company insisting,
a riot occurred.
The mayor of Toklo announced
himself strongly in favor of municipalizing the street
railroads of
Tokio.
This declaration met with a
quick response from the public, but
it also met with as quick opposition
from the consolidated railroad companies. The familiar cries of "Robbery!" "Confiscation!" and high talk
of "honor" and "honesty" were at
once heard from the larger stockholders.
The Tokio Railway company received Its charters subject to the
that the locnl or Imperial
government have the right to buy or
muke special use of the whole or a
part of the system at any time such
a course should appear to be necessary for the public Interest, the company, however, being entitled to reasonable
compensation.
but being
obliged to abide by the decision of
the home minister, should appeal be
taken from the action of the other
outhoiities.
And as to what constitutes a "reain
sonable compensation"
case of
purchase, the law requires that the
nverage yearly income during the
next preceding
five vears shall be
considered seven per cent of the
amount which Is to be paid.
Two-CeEuro Major.
It Is Mayor Ozaki's judgment that
the city government cannot only give
a better service than the present pri
vate management is giving, but that
this can be done on a reduced fare,
since public credit being better than
private, the government can buy the
system at a lower rate of Interest
than the private companies have to
pay.
And
he thinks, furthermore,
that a considerable revenue can be
turned Into the city treasury, more
especially this year, when a large Industrial exposition Is to take place
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TOKIO'S MAYOR IS A
TOM JOHNSON NO. 2
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SCENE IiCRING

Mayor Ozaki may
to the possibilities

be

mistaken as
of
a street railway system operated on
a basis of less than two-cefare,
but the wrathful opposition of the
railway company to his proposal Indicates that he cannot be far wrong.
The Steam RoatU.
Nearly a third of the steam railroad mileage has been constructed
by the Imperial government, and under a recent act of diet the major
portion of the privately constructed
and operated roads Is to be bought
by the government.
and operated
This matter of purchase was made
a condition of their charters, and
only one private road received a fifty-yeterm, all the other grants being
for not more than twentylive years.
These lines embrace seventeen
companies. The purchase price will
be, it is estimated, approximately
1210,500,000, which will be paid for
in bonds, which, according to the official computation, will be redeemed
out of the earnings of the roads
years.
themselves within thirty-tw- o
The earnings or these roads, after
they shall have paid for their purchase, is figured out at something like
125,000,000 a year a very handsome
Income to the Imperial government.
One of the great benefits promised
to the public by the transfer of these
private companies from prlvitri
to
public hands is a longer, continuous
and cheap haul, with id olscrlmlna-tion- .
This has made the government ownership project vet y popular
in Japan.
ar

"It

Cured of I.ung Trouble.

is now eleven years since I hud

a narrow escape from consumption,"
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
man of Kershaw, 8. C. "I had run
down In weight to 1S5 pounds, and
coughing was constant, both by day
Finally I began takami by night.
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
continued this for about six months,
when my cough and lung trouble were
entirely gone and I was restored to
my normal weight,
170 pounds."
Thousands of persons are healed
every year. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c and SI 00.
Trial bottle
free.
Our llOlUII DRY work don's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
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STORY.

"Well. I remember the professional
debut of W. II. Crane," said Mr. Mur
"That reminds me of the first ray. "It occurred about the middle
time 1 saw Sol. Smith Russell. He of July. 1865, In Mechanic's hall at
ITtlcu, N. Y. He had a small part In
was playing the drums In an orchesthe English version or 'The Daugter
tra of five pieces in the old Defiance or
the Regiment.' He was down on
theatre. Cairo, III., during the winter the program ns Master William, the
great
of 1862.
He sang comic songs bebasso profundo." Then the I
tween acts and sold copies of the s- listened to a very interesting re- cital by an old "Legit,"
told how
ballads in the audience."
The In- James O'Neill first stoodwho
behind the
quisitive scrll
verheard this little "foots" and held aloft a tin spear,
scrap of remlscent cnversatlon and with never a word to speak, at th"
'
immediately
In"
"hutted
between National theatre, Cincinnati.
"It
Charles A. Murray and a party of must have been a case of stage fright
friends who were gathered about the with Jimmy for his brother speur
comedian In the lobby of the Ameri- curriers had to prod him In the ribs
can hotel. "Spin your yarns, good before he would move, so interested
people, don't mind me, I'm u good was he in the npcech of Edwin For
llstner." said the I. S. us he drew rest, who I was supporting at that
up a chair and cast a longing glance time." concluded
the "Legit" and
at the Ice water jug. "We were Just the water-Ju- g
was passed around.
commenting on the fact that small
other recollections of iirst times
beginnings lire nothing to be usham-e- d on any stage" were indulged
In bj
of." "What were, you saying the several members of the party.
about the first appearance of Stuart They told of how "Nat Goodwin" did
Robson. Professor?" asked Mr. Mur- his bit at the Boston Atheneum in
ray. The good old gray beard to the tho spring of 1874; John Drew at the
light, continued
to puff rings of Arch Street theatre. Philadelphia, on
smoke toward the ceiling and replied, March 23. 1873. as Plumber In "Cnnl
"I wus saying that I was present at as a Cucumber."
William Gillette,
the Baltimore museum on the night ut the Globe theatre, Boston, in Sepof January 5, 1S52. with several fel- tember, 1875, as Guzman in "Faint
low classmates, und had the pleas- Heart Never Won
Lady," and
ure of seeing Stuart Robson act out K. A. Sothern. at Fair
Abbey's
Park
his first speaking part.
He played theatre. New York, In 1879, In the
"Horace Courtney." a very sentimenpart of "Sam," a cabman, when he
tal youth. In a feurrully dramatic broke Into fame with this immortal
c oncost Ion culled "Cncle Tom's Cabin speech:
"Half a crown, your honor,
As It Really Is," which was supposed I think you won't object."
Then
to be proper us a southern reputation Murray shifted the subject
and beof "I'licle Tom's Cabin" us Harriet gan to dwell upon the great and
Beecher Stowe had pictured
It." glorious past, present and future of
Robson shouted "Farewell Mother,
Murray & Mack and the I. S. got
farewell, perhaps forever!" and rush- u "double" for tonights performance,
ed off the stage.
He got a great took n hard pull
Ice water
laugh instead of moving the audience pitcher and rushed atoff the
to grind out
to tears, owing to the fact thut he "copy" for the city editor. Murray
missed his proper exit and had to & Mack at the Elks' theatre on Frileap over a piece of stage furniture." day, Junuury IS.
S
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. Present; W, S. Strickler, V. P. an J Cashier- W
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ANNA GOULD TO WED
THE HANDSOME ACTOR?

Wholesale Grocers

New
York. Jan. 11. Gossip In
fashionable society 1ms It that Mme.
Gould, now free from her spendthrift
husband, Count Bon I do Castellane,
may marry again und thut, perhaps,
her selection will be the sweetheart
of her childhood. Hurry Woodruff,
the actor.
Fifteen years ugo Anna Gould, a
AND
mere schoolgirl, raved over Harry
Woodruff, called the "handsomest
actor." He was then In his prime
and Jay Gould was alive. Woodruff
was frequently the honored guest of
the Goulds.
Society gossiped mvlly.
It was
plain that Anna Gould was "terribly"
smitten.
There were rumors of an
engagement
OLD RELIABLE."
A
ESTABLISHED 1871.
Then it was that members of the
Gould family, who may since have
2
had time to regret their action.
Anna Gould was not to
be turned from her course.
It was
1
said that Woodruff, believing Anna
didn't know her own mind, had no
HARl
WOO.. Rl'FF.
intention of marrying her, but he
2
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVTSTnwQ
Soon after this Bonl de Castellane
enjoyed the little romance.
The Gould family did not propose came to New York in search of an
Carries the Largest and Most inclusive Stock of Staple
to have the matter go on. Inspector heiress bride. The Gould family were
Oroeerte
Byrnes, of the detective bureau, was glad enough to Interest Anna in the
in the Southwest.
requested to warn Woodruff to keep count. They did not count the cost.
away from the Gould nrinsioii. He
Harry Woodruff has remained unAND
called the actor to ills oiln- . Wood- married. He Is still handsome though 9
He de- time bus made n change.
ruff was Jusily l:i JiiK.n;.
If the irepressible Boni murries A RAILROAD AYBNUK.
clared that an uir.r.'.ve t.a ! lie'i perALBUQ.UERQTTID
ar w
petrated, that his intentions
were Mme. Lettellier, divorced wife of the
honorable, und that he would defy jcnocoluto millionaire, It is considethe police to Interfere with him until red possible that Mine. Gould will re-- I
he had violated some law.
turn to her first love.
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In
WOl.F t'AITl'RI'.D
IN" COLFAX t'Ol N TY.
On Tuesday of last week C. R.
Elliott,
the hunter and trapper,
cuught u large grey wolf on Lundin
D. Moore's place, about fifteen miles
southeast of Raton, suys the Range.
This Is the mule of tho pair thut for
twenty years have been ranging in
this country, und have during that
of dollars
period killed thousunds
worth of cattle und other stock. His
mate was shot and roped about two
years ago by Gus Bracked, who also
caught the six or seven pups, the total
bounties on which aggregated nearly
1150.
For the present catch the
bounties muy amount to more than
J 100.
These wolves were among the
largest, most formidable and most
wury ever seen in this section. They
old thut the gruy of their
Were
fur hud turned to white, giving to
them quite an unusual appearance.
The capture would probubly not huve
been mode hud nut a slight "skit" of
snow obliterated the humun scent left
by Mr. Elliott in the vicinity of the
traps
Even
ufter having been
BIG GRAY

trapped, the powerful unlmal would
very likely have wrenched himself
loose had nut each of his forepaws
become fastened in separate traps,
thus extending his front legs out to
the limit and giving him no chunce
to force himself loose.
These two
great unlmuls huve long been a terror to the people and the stock of
the surrounding country. It was no
stunt ut all for them to kill a steer.
An effort Is being mude to secure the
animal and huve him photographed
for exhibition, after which he will be
killed and his skin stuffed as a
trophy by the Hunters',
Trappers'
and Traders' Association of Northern
New Mexico, as this region was the
wild beasts' habitat.
The Iticht Name.
Sherpe. the popular
overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
la., Buys: ' lr. King's New Life Pills
are rightly named; they act more
ugreeably, do more good and make
one feel better than any other laxative." Guaranteed to cure billous-Dea- u
and constipation.
25c at all drug
stores.
Mr. August
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present general movement Is due to
the pending merger of the Mexican A
BIG
government
lines and contemplated
control. The result anticipated Is that
American employes, as fast ns pracLAG
ticable, will be superseded by Mexicans.
This, be says, Is generally believed
will be the future federal policy, as
Women Employed.
(iOV EltNMENT
OW.NEUMIIP IN
specific condition precedent to grantThere are 60,on0 railway employes,
ing the original rraoclilses and subsiVI,. of whom 2,500 are women, who work
I.ITTI.K KINt.llOM
THE
as gatekeepers,
collectors,
dies to the Mexican Central It was
ticket
LOWS OK CHEAP Tlt.WEI,.
agreed that as far as practicable,
cleaners nnd stewardesses. The highest salaries paid are $2,640, which
Mexicans should be employed on the
system, and that the number of naare received by the general adminisIs the scHnd of four arliic
This
tives should be steadily Increased as describing the national ouersilp of trator and the counsellor of the lines.
they acquired a practical knowledge railroads In Eurox
Other wages are: $2,000 for general
inspector, $1,400 for chief of division,
of railroading.
Kipper
Mr.
$640 for conductors, $432 for engiIn this connection
.
Harry
(lly
neers, $24 2 for watchmen.
states thnt the Americans foresee the
Wrussels, Jan. It. Belgium, which
For entry to all railway posts, save
time in the near future when they
will be relieved and are. therefore, Is somewhat smaller than Maryland, those of workmen, there Is an exa
lor
Your
Mont)
San
not waiting for this to take place. operates 1.200 miles of railways, amination, which is made easy for
J- A
However, Mr. Kipper predicts that It which In 1904, the latest year for
Conductors pass an exHOOSKR KITCHEN CABINET
IIWIIWII
will be many years before Mexicans which statistics are published, made amination in French and
Flemish
The Furniture Man.
will lie capable of running the road. a net profit for the government of language, spelling, elementary arith
Write for Booklet.
Cor. Coal ancf Second
He says that from what he has heard about $4,100,000.
Cor. Coal 4 second, East end Viaduct
metic, geography of Helgium, and '
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474
The railways are operated purely writing.
several hundred trainmen and maTo Increase their chances.
chinists will return to the states with- ns an Industrial concern, Intended to candidates can compete, if they wish,
companion did not move far enough in the next sixty days and within his earn money, and are not exploited In administrative organization, Kng-lls- h
language, Herman language.
away from the outer rail, and was own personal knowledge at least fifty to confer unusual benefits on the pubthe Mexican Central the lic.
Yet the rates charged are ns
For the employment of chief of
struck by the engine pilot and knock- employes leftyear
.ten of whom came low us in Germany "
cents a section, candidates.
who
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ed to the side. He was probably In- first of the
mile for llrst class, 2 cents for sec- holders of a certificate
jured Internally, as there was but to Kl Paso this week.
of special
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class
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third
study
in science, physics and mathslight bruises on the back of his head
Mesides this, special tickets ematics, are examined in geometry,
class.
and on one of his hands, Both men
allowing
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are
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to
descriptive
and design, elements of
had recently worked as section hands
at Pueblo, and were on their way on THE HEIR TO ENGLAND'S travel anywhere in the country with- physics and general chemistry and
making
many
in
a
time,
as
certain
Mexico,
mechanics, construction of civil enwhere Sabedra
foot to Old
Journeys as Is desired. A ticket of gineering, topography and civil arhad a wife. He also had a brother.
live
ilays
this
kind
for
uvnilable
costs chitecture.
"LADY BOUNTIFUL"
New members undergo
Nicholas Sabedra, In Iareda. Texas.
for the three classes, respectively, besides nn examination In Herman
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by
while for a or Kngllsh.
and
prepared for burial
the
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Fry company.
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London. Jan. 11. The death of the These "abonnements."
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railway administration
is the
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Kd Wells, station guard for the tention
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at
the
Vegas,
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buy
Santa Fe at
an "alionnement" than an excur- too crowded to be comfortable nnd
arrived here
Per Cent Raise in
last night to take Kelly, alias Hall, age of thirty married the baroness. sion ticket.
there are continual delays In freight
age.
67
years
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negro
then
He
who
of
alporter,
is
the
Pullman
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The gross returns of the llelgium deliveries. Otherwise the railways
Wages.
leged to have stolen a uniform and Is now heir to her immense fortune. railways in 1904 were $4.VN.W.r,4X, of are successfully managed.
When at the age of 23. Miss An which $27,677,464 went In working
cap from another Pullman porter, to
Vegas
will answer a gela Coutts became an heiress to the expenses. $ 3.74S,"fii was applied to
Las
where
he
The next article In this series will
Ctimmillfca of the local orders of larceny charge.
Kelly was arrested
debt redemption and the rest went In- - on the government - ihsI rail.
ooadnetor and brakemen met In El at Albuquerque
night
Wednesday
into the state treasury as profit.
roads of Sw It iter la nil.
Monday anil drew up a scale when he stepped from No. 1. The
Pit
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IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS.
ralrroad companies running In here was found In the possession of "the
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Mistake the Cause of Your
Central and the Sierra Madre, says Las Vegas, it is said.
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The meeting of the local
as road foreman of engines
"Well, he says that if It were not kidneys. If suffering from a lame,
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for the poetry the soap never would weak or aching back they think that
tion with the committees of the two Albuquerque division, extending from
it Is only a muscular weakness; when
sell."
orders that have met In all parts of Albuquerque to Winslow, is a matter
urinary trouble Bets In they tnink It
the country west of the Missouri riv- of rejoicing among railroad men in
will soon correct. Itself. And bo It Is
Must luie Away Hack.
held several Ha ion, says the Kange. Mr.
er. The committees
with all the other symptoms of kid- meetings in the O. It. C. hall last
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not
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She has made a fool of Percy danger lies. Youn must cure these
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of
troubles or they lead to diabetes or
which was forwarded to the Reneral this city, and is greatly liked and
"I didn't know she had been ac- liright's dlstase. The best remedy to
managers of the respective
quainted with him so long."
highly respected In this community.
use Is Doan a Kidney Pills. It cures
He succeeds James ICnglehart,
re- nil ilia which are caused hy weak or
The movement throughout the west signed, and his friends look for him
Now that the I'nlted States disdiseased kidneys. Albuquerque people
ha been to Ret a raise ot 15 per cent i,i more man maKe goou in nis new
trict court in Chicago lias decided testily to permanent cures.
in wages from the railway companies position on the coast lines.
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HEADS MEETS SI OPEN DEATH
have had attacks of pain Just across
it Is declared, and the recent action
Hiving two heads and not knowThe Yale gymnasium director has the kidneys, some of which lusted an
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fortune
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head
which to follow caused the death of a great banking
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Harness
at Reduced
Price.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION 18 COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET U
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr rirtt 8tr0t and T(ra Aveau

WE FILL
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE,
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Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils
and ull kinds of saddlery supplies.

cln-ape-

s.

You ought to ee what a fine
buKgy we can give you tnr $55.00.

Few Words

A

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

1

J. Korber & Co.

Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.

They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we-
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In Our New Store
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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Bur eat and Quickest Cure, for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

with Raaoe ft Maufer.
Office, 115 North Flrat
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rm lire. u:vra instant ra
Grain and Fuel.
II m Kcf.T) (VilllumH'lnniunl'ileOlnt.
Dn'iit ianrunared (or Pllinaml Jn h- - Fine Line of Imported Wines, blqtefl
Irifc of the private TNirm.
Kvrry box la
and Cigars, place your orders Hi
warranted, lly dnwijIMs, by mull on m- this line with us.
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REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
PUBLIC.
Room i, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
INSURANCE,

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. m.

RANKIN & CO.

riRB INSURANCE, REAL

LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Balldlas.
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THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM BROOK BHOm. Prop.

s

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLB
8ADDLE H0R8ES SPECIALTY,
The "Sadie" for mountain parties aa
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
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Oppoalte the Santa Fa Depot

ur-na-

dett-Coutt- s.

HOTEL

A.

Em

WALKER,
rmm

IN9URANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Assst
tion. Office at 117 West XaUrsol
arenas.

COMING IN OUT

OF THE COLO
appreciate a perfectly heated
bouse, but It la not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Is properly warmed. If yours la lacking In any way, or If you are undecided what la the best system to In- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSstall In a new house and need InforFER STABLES.
mation that la trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN TUB CUT
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go Second Street, between Railroad aad
Copper Atohus.
we

l

co.-is-

"

Kngines Now. 157, 16:.K. and 1659
have arrived at Topeka from the
Kaldwin Locomotive Works at Philadelphia. The engines are of the decapod type, having ten drive wheels, a
pair of engine trucks in front of
the drivers and a patr of trailers behind the drivers. The engines are a
part of the order of this class that
was partly filled last spring but have
been delayed on account of the builders working on other orders. The
engines will use crude oil for fuel instead of coal and will be sent to the
coast lines for service after being
taken out on trial trip.
The

9mm
Advertiser
Trinidad

says:

Frank Trujillo, representing the Colorado & Southern road, has sworn
out warrants against J. J. Katsoulos,
formerly a foreman on that road, and
his brother, (leorge Katsoulos. It is
alleged that Foreman Katsoulos falsified the pay rolls in alleging that
his brother had done J21 worth of
work for the load In the capacity of
a section hand and that the money
was paid to him. The mad alleges
lhat the work was never performed
sues for the ii'ii.,.iy
and as a

rull

of (lie money.
At.l-T-
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X. M . AT THK JUXCTIOX OK THK MAIN LINK OK
KAST AND
THE SANTA KK 8YSTKM LKADIXU
WKST KIIOM I'HIC'AliO, KANSAS CITY. UALVKSTON
AND I'lilNTS KAST TO SAX FUANCISCO, LOS AXOK-I.KAND FKOM THK. KASTKIlN AND XOItTHKKN
STATKS TO Kl. PASO AND TEXAS.
l.Ono lil'SIXKSS AND KKSIDKNCK I.oTS.
FKKT, LAID OCT WITH HltOAD X0 AND
STItKRTS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FKKT WIDK, WITH
HKAl'TI Kl'L LAKK AND ITHLIC PARK A. D GltAXD
OLD SHADE TI1KKS; PCHLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116.000; CHUliCHKS; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
(K l.TiOO PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
POPULATION'

TUUV a.

AMI Kil
(iorgonio S.ibedia. a Mexican, aged
years,
was struck and killed
about 40
by Santa Fe No. 1 on Sunday at the
bridge near Otero, says the Raton
Kange. In company with a friend,
Marcel Serna, Sabedra was walking
south on the westbound track, the
men received warning and hud ample
time to clear the approaching train.
Serna utepped out of the way, but liis
l I D HY

H

I

GOME

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
HELEN
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC
RELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT KoR V(tOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY' IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE X EAR El'TURK CAN XoT BE
ESTIMATED

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

K4Ka4000sVCC.aOOOs
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,0HN BECKER, Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

Im-

KrCm9mmKKmmaj
9mmK9wKmmma0
A Railway

Center

.11.1,
I :. PRESS,
FAST I.IMIIKD
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TKAINS OF THK SANTA
WILL tiO
OVF.U THK MIV LINK THROUGH TO HKI.KN, KAST
AND W 1 1ST, NOItTII AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER oF
THE 'IT Y, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

ni l; PRICES OK LOTS ARE I.UV AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY KoR ONE YEAR.
oNE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE 1"R MAI'S AND PRICES IK
YoU W ISH To SECURE THE CHOICEST l.oTS.

Sec y.
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litre from

Santu Fe came

Lhs
In

night.
Fred Otero returned last night from
his trip lo Santa Fe.
Nicholas Monloya came in from
Col.len. N. M., last night.
Deputy Mil shii I Smith lias gone to
Dcmlng on government business.
tin to the Klks' opera house tonight
and hear Miss Claude Albright In
'grand concert work,
Kills' orchestra at F.Iks' theater to-- j
night. ileneral ndmlsslon 7 r rents;
reserved seats $1."".
F. K. Hrde. Jr., a resident of Put-- I
nam. X. M., is paying this city a
short liuslness visit.
Deputy United States Marshal Hilly
(Smith went to Lordsburg. X. M.. last
evening on official business.
J. fS. tlould of Detroit, and K. J.
taunbert of Los Angeles In grand
concert nt Klks' theater tonight.
Frank Jones, formerly a resident
of AlhiHiuerriue, but nt present making his home at Santa Fe Is In town
today.
Don't fall to attend the grand concert Knight nt Klks' theater. General admission 75 cents; reserved seats,
In t

Shoes For The Family

I

Shoes for Babies and Girls, Young Men, Young Women
and older folks.
There are special factories for making each kind and it
is our business to know where good shoes are made.
It is because we are careful and experienced buyers that
we are able to offer you the best goods for the least money.
There is a difference between cheap and low cost shoes.
We never sell cheap, trashy shoes, but we touch your
pocketbook lightly and serve your feet well.

Shoes for Men from
Shoes for Women from
Shoes for Boys from
Shoe3 for Girls from
Shoes for Babies from -

$1.25 to $4.00
$1.50 to $5.00
$1.25 to $2.25
$1.00 to $2.50
50 to 1.35

--

I Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

$1.00.
C. M. Foraker has returned to Albuquerque from Santa Fe, where he
has been In attendance upon the supreme court.
Harry Cooper, who has been spending several days In the transaction of
business at Golden. X. M., has returned to this city.
Maynard Gunsul went to Gallup today to attend to business In connection with an electric light plant he is
Interested In there.
A. H. Stroup, the school superintendent of this county, who was at
Santa Fe on official maters, returned
to the city last night.
Albuquerque Is to have an
rille range for the use of the members
of the Xatlonal Guard. The expense
is to be born by the United States
government.
C. II. Losey and W. H. Bedwards,
advance men for Murray & Mack, nre
making arrangements for the appear
ance of their show with Manager
Mutson of the Klks' opera house.
The Williams News says: John Hill
of Albuquerque arrived here the first
part of the week to fill the vacancy
at Jos. Johnston's store, caused by
the resignation of John Mullen.
The Las Cruces Republican says:
Mrs. L. W. Galles arrived here from
Albuquerque last week to be here a
few weeks with Mr. Galles and to
visit with Mr. and Mrs. N. Galles and
family.
During the hours of 1 nnd .1 p. m.
on Friday the store of J. F. Palmer
will be closed out of respect to the
memory of Mr. Palmer's mother,
whose funeral will take place at that
time.
Attorney William II. Chllders, who
has been attending the session of the
supreme court ut Santa Fe, as counsel for the Hubhells In the quo warranto case, returned to this city last
evening.
Al Rothenberg of the Rotheuberg
& Schloss
Cigar company, whose
home und headquarters are at Kansas City, arrived here last night with
his wife. Mr. und Mrs. Uolhenberg
ure registered at the Alvarado.
Mox H. Fitch, general manager for
the Southwestern Lead and Coal company, Is moving his family from Socorro to El Paso. Max Fitch's address in the Pass City will be 711
Brown street.
Miss Claude Albright will leave for
Washington, D. C. next week, where
she is engaged to sing a season in
grand opera. Tonight will probably
be your last opportunity to hear this
famous singer.
Dr. M. D. Welsh, w ho has been a
resident of Albuquerque for the past
few months, hail decided to make
this city his permanent home. He
will open offices in rooms 307, 308,
309 and 310 Occidental Life buildor
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CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y. MAYNARR

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE
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GO.

Fourth and Railroad A venae

Rarebit
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to be propertjprepared .should be marie
in a Alarming, bowman dialing Diah.
no worrying atioui fires,
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Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
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Diamond
RAILROAD

DUmoixU. Waton.
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Jewelry,
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Clock.

A SQUARE DEAL.

ted to the bar at Santa. Fe yesterday.
He Is one of the Lordsburg people behind the movement to divide Grant
county. Lordsburg wants to be the
county seat of the new county.
Chief McMlllin has received a mes
sage from Chief Mitchell of Kl Paso
asking him to apprehend II. Murchle,
who Is alleged to have given bogus
checks on the Kl Paso brewery, and
J. P. Dieter. He Is described as being 28 or 30 years old, sinoolh-fucllRht. S feet 9 Inches In height, weight
160 pounds and u rapid fire conversationalist.
Mrs. O. W. Grove, wife of the well
known uccullst, In a letter to Joseph
K. Saint, states that the doctor submitted to an operation for appendicitis on last Monday night and is
as well as could be expected
under the circumstances.
Dr. Grove
has many friends here who will be
pleased to learn of his early recovery
Hon. Francisco Lucero Montnya,
who Is III at St. Poseph's hospital, Is
convalescing and will be' able to be
Mr.
down town in u few days.
Montnya went to the hospital several
ago,
appendiweeks
nunViing from
citis. At first It was thought that he
would have to undergo tin operation,
but he Is recovering, however, without the help of the knife.
F. E. LUckslnger, of Munroe, Wis.,
has returned to the city, und will remain Indefinitely. Mrs. Lnckslngcr Is
expected to Join him here about the
Mr. Luckslnger
first of February.
was the owner of the Munroe waterworks, but several months ago sold
the plant to that city.
The gentleman had one of the finest water
plants of Its size In Wisconsin.
Charles F. Spuder, of Bernalillo, is
In the city today.
Yesterday Governor Hagerman
appointed
him
county commissioner
of Sandoval
county, vice Pedro Costlllo, deceased.
Mr. Spader was endorsed by the J. M.
Sandoval faction and Fred Otero, of
Sandoval county, for the appointment. The new official Is In business
at Bernullllo. and has many friends
here who are congratulating him today over his appointment.
e,

now-doin-

Palace
AVE.

8ilTrwr.

Wa

II. Brochamp. of Cincinnati, is a
recent arrival In Albuquerque.
He
expects to make the Duke City his
home for some time, and recover
from a slight pulmonary Illness that
has sent him to a dry climate and a
high altitude.
Jesus S. Garcia, formerly deputy
county treasurer of Torrance county
under Treasurer Mcintosh, has concluded not to remain in that position,
although he has had a liberal offer
from the present Incumbent, Treasurer Torres. Mr. Garcia is at present
in this city and Is expected to make
It his home.
A. W. Morningstar, vice president
and general manager for the Morningstar Mining and Milling company
of Lordsburg, N. M., passed through
the city last night en route home
from Santa Fe. Mr. Morrdngwtar
was among the new attorneys admit- -

inrlL

im.
Rooms

S

C. II. CONNOR
OSTEOPATH.
and 4, N. T. Armljo building.

1
We are taking account of stock
this week Our special clearance
sale will begin Monday, January
All broken items at prices
which will appeal to you.
14- -

FRIDAY, JANUARY 11, 1MT.

Believe Us
We can save you money

NOV

"

TODAY

In addition to the tremendous price reduction on Suits
and overcoats, which amount to 50 per cent on some
of them, we want to call your attention to these specials:

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

AT HALF PRICE

Learnard
established

&

Lindemann,

EDi

All of our Men's and Boy's Sweaters, nothing re rved.:;
Take them at exactly half their former selling price. They
were 75c to $3. 50 and are now exactly
One Half,
'

Do It Today
'

AT HALF PRICE

Hoys Shirts and Waists. We have about 20 dozen of Boys
Stiff Bosom and Negligee Flannel Shirts, also Flannel
Waists, worth from 90c to $1.25. The prices are cut exact- ly in two on these goods.
,;

i

206 W. Gold Avennc

1900

COAL
Genuine American block, per
ton
SA.K0
Ccrrllkia Lump
6.50
Anthracite Xnt
S8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
S9.50
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per lontl

$2.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

AT HALF PRICE
Yes, and some much cheaper

Men's

115-11- 7

Cents

Caps-2- 5

Boy's Caps

Every man and boy's cap in the house worth 50c to $1.00,
at this ridiculous price.
Also plenty of good things in Underwear, Hosiery and
Neckwear. If you fail to take advantage of this sale you
are simply throwing away money.

;

TIEIBM

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMICAL, EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES. $6. PER TON. W. II.
CO.
HAIIX

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.

AltK VOU RUNNING OCT OF
THOSE JAMS AMI PltKSI .ia 'ES
VOU PUT UP.
TltV MONARCH
JUST LIKE HOME-MADTHE MONARCH GROCKRV CO.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

SELLING OUT IJELOW COST.
All our men's and boys' overcoats
and suits, all underwear, quilts, wool
and cotton blankets and shoes, ut the
Cash Buyers' Union, 122 North See- ond street. Special bnrgalns today

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

WHOLE CORX.
FIXE )HN CHOP.
COARSE CORX CHOI.

Wagon Covers,

CORX G l ITS.

JUST RECEIVED,
TWO CARS
REST KANSAS CORN
l.l.t.000 LHS,
E. W. FEE,
1
SOI Til FIRST STREET.
game
The
between the Las Vegas
girls and the university, which was
to have been held this evening, has
been postponed until Thursday of
next week.
However, Albuquerque
will have a chance to see Its favorite
double-headsport in vl
this evening. The Albuquerque Indians and
the 'varsity girls will play the first
game, and afterwards two men's
teams from the hill will give aif Interesting exhibition gume. The 'var
sity team Is supposed to contain the
best men In school, but the scrubs
think differently. Once before they
beut the regulars and they are waiting for u chance to do it again.
Thus two Very interesting games are
promised.

DflHU

B

In the purchase of a Piano

Women's Felt Julietes with fur
trimming, black, red. green or brown.
They have extra flexible leather soles
and are the most comfortable slippers for houseweur. Price only $1.25
and $1.60. at C. May's Shoe Store. 314
West Railroad avenue.

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

002-410-

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

I

er

ULl'll HOUSE MAPLE SVRIP IS
GUARANTEED
TO
RE
PURE
ADULTERAMAPLE. WITHOUT
TIONS OF ANY KIND.
FOUND
ONLY AT MALOY'S.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

o
o

A

pkgs. Lion Coffee

cans of Pie Pears
bottles of Chow-Cholbs. of Ginger Snaps
California Tomatoes
3 bottles of Stuffed Olives
Large pkg. of Oat Flakes
Yeast Foam, per pkg
2 10c pkgs. of Cold Water Starch
2 pkgs. of Grape Nuts
Celery Salt, per bottle
Pancake Flour, per pkg
w

25c
25c
25c
15c
10c
25c
25c
03c
15c
25c
15c
11c

&

Q

anil Retail

HARDWARE
Iron Pipe. Pumps. Valves, FittingsSteam and Water

o

SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. Steel. Wagon Wood Stock. Blacksmith Supplies.

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
2
2
3
2

Whnll

O

brown set of furs, near
ConChurch of the Immaculate
ception, on Tljeras avenue.
Reward will be paid finder by leaving
at 903 North Second street. Mrs.
M. C. Zirhut.

LOST

ing.

ha produced dainty morsel to regale
your guetn. lie aure to aee that your
chafing dish i aupplled with tha
teiitd
'iTarr"
paa-fou- nd
foodmmlm
only in Hu,
amf, Uowmau & Co. Chafiug IHahca.
roR salc mt

EVENING CITIZEN.

O

Mailorders Solicited
Turnout, rirmt mtrmtt
lis.
,40 1,le.ti ajarui rirmt mtrmmx
i

Hlh,.niiirn-

--

--

---
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nit. Nau.' Marina

)

THE MAZE.
KIEKE, Proprietor.

W.M.

Do yau want the best mare In the
T. J. Shlnlck Is offering his

city?

driving mares for sale.
"Action" holds the matinee record for
trotters here, having gone the half
They are warranted
mile In 1:07.
sound and gentle for women to drive.
Call and see them, at 219 Clipper
well-bre- d

MONARCH FLOUR Is OUR OWN
BRAND OF THE HIGHEST PATENT
BREAD FLOUR. TRY IT.
THE MONARCH GROCERY CO.
If you want good, substantial,
home-mad- e
bread, get It from the
New Home Bakery.
o

RANCH EGGS.
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
phone Black 102. J. T. Harger. lith
street and Mountain road.
HOT CHOCOLATE,
DRUG STORE.

FEE'8
f--

i

O N

WAL-T0N-

'8

EY

Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Alien, Bus 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

Extracted

Nice
$1.00.

BOUGHT. SOLD

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

M$$elalloB Offlet

Traataollaat
GaaranittQ

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
ROSEN FIE

EXCHANGED

ID'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Mr tmc
COLOMBO HALL
Admlssioa 50c

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous umount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the
comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eustern companies has been bundled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
und every dollar of it kept and Invested nt home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is yeur by year receiving
more and more IU Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
business men of the two terriin owned and controlled by the leading
tories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
CANNOT

WE

con-vli-tl-

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
M

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

H

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Frei

3C

